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Abstract
This thesis is directed primarily at a systematic theoretical investigation of
gravity-driven thin film flow over various topographical features, the effect of
inertia being of particular interest. The problem is solved using a hierarchy of
models based, in order of decreasing complexity, on (i) the full Navier-Stokes
system of equations; (ii) a depth averaged form of the latter; (iii) the lubri-
cation equations. Every effort has been made to solve the underlying discrete
equation set in each case efficiently using state-of-the-art solution strategies,
thus guaranteeing accurate and mesh-independent predictions. The solution
of models (ii) and (iii) centres on the use of a multigrid methodology together
with automatic, error controlled, time-stepping and the proper treatment of
any associated nonlinear advective terms. A discrete analogue of model (i), for
both two- and three-dimensional flows, is obtained using a finite element for-
mulation with the free surface parametrised via the method of spines and the
system solved using a parallel multifrontal method together with a memory-
efficient out-of-core storage approach.
A comprehensive set of results is presented for flow over both one- and two-
dimensional topography, generated using models (ii) and (iii); the predictions
obtained are contrasted with each other and compared with existing related
experimental data. The free-surface disturbance arising for the problems in-
vestigated is revealed to be influenced significantly by the presence of inertia
which leads to an increase in the magnitude and severity of the resulting
capillary ridge, surge and trough formations present. A complementary explo-
ration, using model (i) is undertaken which reveals the attendant internal flow
structure. It shows that two-dimensional flow over spanwise topography and
three-dimensional flow over localised trench topography can lead to different
internal, inertia dependent, flow topologies; findings that are consistent with
previously reported results for the well-known lid-driven cavity problem.
i
Finally, the effect of a normal electric field on the free-surface disturbance
generated by inertial thin film flow over topography is investigated using model
(ii) coupled with a Fourier series separable solution of Laplace’s equation for
the electric potential. Results for both two- and three-dimensional flow reveal
that a significant electric field strength can be used to effectively planarise the
free-surface capillary ridges and depressions that arise. The two-dimensional
solutions obtained are consistent with those reported elsewhere for the case
when inertia is neglected and highlight the importance attached to choosing
an appropriate means of embodying the latter. Furthermore, the novel results
generated for three-dimensional flow demonstrate that as Reynolds number
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21.1 Motivation
Numerous manufacturing processes require the deposition of thin liquid films,
involving a balance between viscous and surface tension forces, on a vari-
ety of substrates. In the coating industries for example, several devices exist
which have been optimised specifically for the continuous production and fast
throughput of uniform, defect free, films on flat homogeneous substrate, made
from plastic, metal, paper, etc. These encompass a wide range of applications
and about which much of the underpinning basic science is now reasonably well
documented, see Kistler & Schweizer (1997) and Weinstein & Ruschak (2004)
for example. The many roles and relevance of thin liquid films, whether they
occur naturally or feature/arise as part of a particular engineering, technolog-
ical or scientific application, is exemplified in the recent comprehensive review
of Craster & Matar (2009).
The problem of thin film flow on substrates containing man-made, micro-scale
topographical features with a pre-determined functionality, such as displays,
printed circuits and sensors, is less well understood. Indeed, the areas in
which such flow is encountered are endless, encompassing latterly the rapidly
evolving area of microfluidics, see for example Tabeling (2005), and the need
to manipulate flow on an ever decreasing scale in the context of lab-on-chip
devices. In addition, one should not forget the consequence(s) associated with
the presence of unwanted surface topography, contaminates such as dust specks
or irregularities resulting from a particular stage in a manufacturing process.
Further examples of the above flow types can be found in many engineer-
ing applications such as: the manufacture of micro-scale sensors and de-
vices, Menetrier-Deremble & Tabeling (2006); heat exchanger design, Focke
& Knibbe (1986), Webb (1994) and Helbig, Nasarek, Gambaryan-Roisman &
Stephan (2009); the production of electrolysis cells, Alekseenko et al. (1994),
distillation trays, de Santos, Melli & Scriven (1991), and liquid cooled turbine
3blades, Wilson, Duffy & Davis (2001); the performance of vaporization tur-
bine combustion chambers, Helbig, Alexeev, Gambaryan-Roisman & Stephan
(2005); the production of electronic components for photographic equipment,
displays and printed circuits, Decre´ & Baret (2003); control of film uniformity
in the microlithography processes, Ho, Tay, Lee & Schaper (2004).
The realisation that naturally occurring surface patterns, regular and ran-
domly distributed, are a key feature of numerous biological systems provides
a different impetus: thin liquid films being important in areas as diverse as
tissue engineering, Gaver & Grotberg (1990), the redistribution of liquids in
lung airways and linings, Grotberg (1994, 2001), bioadhesion, Gallez & Coak-
ley (1996), plant disease control, Walters (2006), biofilms, Eberl & Sudarsan
(2008), flows in the flexible tubes of the body, Grotberg & Jensen (2004),
tear-film flows, Shyy, Francois, Udaykumar, N’dri & Tran-Son-Tay (2001), and
water snail locomotion, Lee, Bush, Hosoi & Lauga (2008a). In addition the
strong driver towards ultimately mimicking the behaviour of nature’s surfaces,
Abbott & Gaskell (2007), has brought the subject of film flow over topography
into even sharper focus.
In a broader context there are several other important areas and applications
involving thin film flows. For example: geophysically in the case of lava flows
and melting spreads, Griffiths (2000); coastal flows, Helfrich & Melville (2006);
debris, granular and mud flows together with the destructive evolution of a
snow avalanche, Ancey (2007); gravity currents, Huppert (2006); ice sheet
models, Baral, Hutter & Greve (2001).
The focus of this thesis is continuous thin film flow over micro-scale topo-
graphical features. Accordingly, this chapter presents a thorough review of
the related existing experimental and theoretical investigations that have ap-
peared in the literature. Section 1.2 provides an overview of the modelling
work that has been reported based on the long-wave approximation for cases
of both negligible and significant inertia; in contrast Section 1.3 covers the ap-
4proaches that have involved solving the more general Stokes and Navier-Stokes
problem. The complementary experimental studies that have been undertaken
and the results reported therein are described. Next, the methods that have
been suggested and explored for controlling the free-surface disturbance ex-
perienced by such films are discussed in Section 1.4. Section 1.5 covers the
relevant literature that has appeared in relation to the stability and dynamics




Using the unsteady Navier-Stokes and continuity (N-S) equations to solve and
predict the behaviour of thin liquid films numerically represents a formidable
task due to the large computational cost required to achieve the accuracy nec-
essary to generate meaningful mesh-independent solutions, especially in three
dimensions. Accordingly, the bulk of the theoretical work that has appeared to
date has relied on the assumption that creeping flow conditions prevail allied
to the fact that for many thin film flows encountered in practice the long-wave
parameter, the ratio of the undisturbed asymptotic film thickness to that of
the characteristic in-plane length scale of the flow, is small. Accordingly, if the
velocity and pressure fields are expanded in terms of this small parameter and
substituted into the N-S equations then, on retaining leading order terms, the
result is a more tractable yet highly nonlinear degenerate fourth-order par-
tial differential equation for the film thickness, commonly referred to as the
lubrication approximation, which is still capable of capturing the dominant
physics, see Oron, Davis & Bankoff (1997).
It is no surprise that the above lubrication approximation has proved popular,
5especially for thin film flows over non-planar topography, where a simple gen-
eralisation is applied leading to the governing equation for the film thickness.
Examples of long-wave analyses considering film flows over discrete, steep to-
pographical features include the early work of Stillwagon, Larson & Taylor
(1987), Stillwagon & Larson (1988, 1990) and Pritchard, Scott & Tavener
(1992) who considered radial outflow during spin coating and gravity-driven
flow down an inclined plane, respectively; a complementary set of experiments
is provided as well. A key finding by both sets of authors is that lubrication
theory proved surprisingly accurate for their modelling purposes; in addition
Stillwagon & Larson (1990) are credited as being the first to obtain a one-
dimensional analytic expression for the standing capillary wave which forms
at the leading edge of a trench topography and its associated downstream ex-
ponential decay. In a similar vein, Peurrung & Graves (1991, 1993), reported
both experimental and numerical results for spin coating that are in quali-
tative agreement. Of note also is the work of Kalliadasis, Bielarz & Homsy
(2000), where the flow over a one-dimensional trench and mound is analysed
by means of the lubrication approach over the governing parameter space, i.e.
the depth/height of the trench and applied external body force. Their work re-
vealed that the characteristic capillary ridge, that develops before the entrance
to a trench or exit from a mound, is suppressed in the presence of a signif-
icant vertical component of gravity. The lubrication approximation has also
been applied successfully for the understanding of gravity-driven rivulet flows,
Wilson & Duffy (1998), Wilson, Duffy & Ross (2002) and Wilson & Duffy
(2005), and the fingering problem that arises for film flow onto an inclined
plane, Kondic & Diez (2001) and Kondic & Diez (2005).
Analytical solutions of the lubrication approximation have been constructed
by means of a Green’s function formulation for the case of small arbitrary
one-dimensional spanwise topography (Fernandez Parent, Lammers & Decre´,
1998; Lucea, Decre´ & Lammers, 1999) and two-dimensional localised topogra-
6phy, Hayes, O’Brien & Lammers (2000). In the case of spanwise topography
the Green’s function solutions for step-up/down and trench/hump topogra-
phy were verified via complementary numerical solutions and comparison with
their own experimental measurements and those of Messe´ & Decre´ (1997); the
solution for localised topography was verified subsequently following the ex-
periments for steep, localised trench/hump topography reported by Baret &
Decre´ (2000) and Decre´ & Baret (2003). In all cases the associated experi-
mental free-surface disturbance data was obtained in the form of interference
images created by beams reflected from the air-liquid and liquid-substrate in-
terfaces bounding the flow. The same are found to be in very good agreement
with the analytics, despite the fact that the Green’s function solutions obtained
are not strictly valid for topography whose height is comparable to the film
thickness; plus the two-dimensional Green’s function solution in Hayes et al.
(2000) is for the case when the substrate is aligned vertically, rather than at
some lesser angle as in Decre´ & Baret (2003). Figure 1.1 shows the sort of
false colour representation obtained of the free-surface disturbances generated
for flow over a localised rectangular trench topography, Decre´ & Baret (2003),
the colour maps shown correspond to the degree of free-surface disturbance:
red representing the planar asymptotic film.
The fourth-order lubrication equation for the film thickness mentioned earlier
has been solved using a variety of numerical methods, with the semi-implicit,
alternating direction, time-splitting scheme, Christov, Pontes, Walgraef & Ve-
larde (1997) and Schwartz & Eley (1998), enjoying wide usage. The argument
used for employing such schemes is that they combine some of the stability
properties of implicit schemes with the cost efficiency of explicit ones. However,
when fine meshes are required to ensure mesh-independent solutions the choice
of time-step becomes severely restrictive. With this in mind an investigation
concerning droplet motion underpinned by lubrication theory, Daniels, Ehret,
Gaskell, Thompson & Decre´ (2001), showed that the alternative approach of
7Figure 1.1: False colour map representation of the free-surface disturbances ob-
tained from the experiments performed by Decre´ & Baret (2003) for the case of
thin film flow over rectangular trench topography with spanwise width-length ratio:
(from left to right) 8.33, 5 and 1. The colour corresponds to the degree of the free-
surface disturbance: red representing the planar asymptotic film. Flow is from top
to bottom.
solving a system of two coupled second-order lubrication equations for the film
thickness and the pressure adopting a fully implicit multigrid formulation to:
(i) be more robust; (ii) return an order of magnitude improvement in the rate
of convergence for the levels of grid refinement required for accuracy; and (iii)
utilise far less memory. The above points were reinforced further by Gaskell,
Jimack, Sellier, Thompson & Wilson (2004b) who combined the same multi-
grid approach with error-controlled adaptive timestepping to solve the problem
of the flow of gravity-driven thin liquid films on non-porous substrates with
topography. Their work revealed that the long-wave approximation leads to
very good solutions, even in regions of parameter space where it is not strictly
valid. The methodology was subsequently refined to embody error-controlled
automatic mesh adaption, especially suited for the case of film flow over lo-
calised or sparsely distributed topographical features that are either fully sub-
merged, Lee, Thompson & Gaskell (2007), or extend through the film, Sellier,
Lee, Thompson & Gaskell (2009). Significant further improvement in solution
times have been achieved without loss of accuracy, even in the case of free-
8surface film and droplet spreading flows over real, functional surfaces, Glass,
Walters, Gaskell, Lee, Thompson, Emerson & Gu (2010), and for thin film
flows with additional physics included, such as evaporation, see Gaskell, Ji-
mack, Sellier & Thompson (2006) and over flexible substrate, Gaskell, Lee &
Thompson (2010).
Parallelisation of the above underpinning multigrid algorithm and the use of
multiple processor computing platforms has also been found to bring benefits
and to be particularly well suited to predicting thin film flow on surfaces con-
taining densely packed and complex topographical features, Gaskell, Jimack,
Koh & Thompson (2008) and Lee, Thompson & Gaskell (2009a).
Furthermore, the recent study by Cowling, Gaskell, Lee & Thompson (2011)
has conclusively shown that solving the lubrication system as two coupled
second-order equations for the film thickness and the pressure, rather than just
as a single fourth-order for the film thickness, within a multigrid framework,
to be superior to and much more computationally efficient than using a time
splitting approach.
1.2.2 Significant inertia
Several attempts to extend lubrication theory to cases with non-zero Reynolds
number have been made; for example, accounting for inertia as in the early
work by Benney (1966), a model that is now commonly referred to as the
long-wave Benney-type model. The same type of approximation has appeared
subsequently in the work of Lin (1974), Nakaya (1975) and Chang (1986). In a
similar fashion to the lubrication equation, the Benney-type model is obtained
via a perturbation analysis and expansion of the unknowns of the problem in
terms of the long-wave parameter, which is assumed to be small. Inertia is
taken into account in terms of the first-order dynamics of the perturbation
analysis only, thus is applicable for flows with a Reynolds number of O(1).
9The Benney-type model occurs as a natural generalisation of the lubrication
approach for thin film flows with inertia and has been utilised by several re-
searchers including Joo, Davis & Bankoff (1991), Bielarz & Kalliadasis (2003)
and Tseluiko & Blyth (2009).
As an alternative to employing the above theory the influence of inertia on
gravity-driven two-dimensional film flow over a plane surface has been ex-
plored in terms of the so-called integral-boundary-layer (IBL) approximation,
that enables the above mentioned restriction on the Reynolds number to be
relaxed; a key feature of IBL approximation is the assumption that the veloc-
ity profile across the film is parabolic. Its mathematical formulation, in which
the resulting equations are expressed in terms of the film thickness and mean
flow rate, can be traced back to Shkadov (1967, 1968), who used it to predict
solitary waves in a thin viscous liquid layer on a uniform vertically aligned
surface.
Refinements to the IBL approximation have been subsequently carried out
by Ruyer-Quil & Manneville (1998, 2000, 2002) and Nguyen & Balakotaiah
(2000): (i) by approximating the velocity profile using high-order polynomi-
als (rather than just a parabolic function), whose coefficients are determined
by gradient expansion of the solution and (ii) by retaining terms of second-
order-accuracy in the long-wave expansion of the N-S equations and the free-
surface stress boundary condition, leading to a system of equations for three
unknowns - the film thickness, mean flow rate and shear stress at the surface.
The latter model has been refined further still, Amaouche, Mehidi & Ama-
tousse (2005), by retaining terms of third-order-accuracy and approximating
the velocity profile by polynomials up to eighth-order whose coefficients are
obtained by Galerkin projection. Another approach worth mentioning is the
depth averaged kinetic energy balance or energy integral method based on a ve-
locity weighted average of the N-S equations proposed by Usha & Uma (2004),
which is shown to be a reasonable alternative to a standard IBL averaging of
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the N-S equations.
Recently, Trifonov (2004) and Saprykin, Koopmans & Kalliadasis (2007a) have
adopted the IBL approach for the case of flow over a surface containing topog-
raphy; the former considered film flow on corrugated surfaces, while the latter
investigated the problem of a thin film flowing down a vertical surface and
encountering a steep step-down topography, with viscoelastic effects included,
showing that increasing the Reynolds number leads to an amplification of the
capillary ridge formed before the step. Analytical solutions of the IBL system
of equations have been derived in Heining & Aksel (2010) via a perturbation
analysis for the case of thin film flow of a Non-Newtonian power-law fluid down
over undulating surface; their perturbation analysis is based on the assump-
tion of a weak undulation, i.e. its amplitude being much smaller than the film
thickness. It is revealed that the undulation has, in most cases, a stabilising
influence on the free surface.
Last but not least, researchers have extended the use of the lubrication model
by developing evolution equations using coordinate systems based on a curved
substrate with a general form; this has been done by invoking the long-wave
approximation in the case of both negligible inertia, Roy, Roberts & Simpson
(2002) and Howell (2003), and significant inertia, see Roberts & Li (2006).
1.3 Solutions of full Stokes and Navier-Stokes
equations
Solving the full Stokes or Navier-Stokes equations, subject to their attendant
boundary conditions overcomes many of the restrictions associated with mod-
els based on the long-wave approximation - namely removing the constraint
on choice of capillary number, film thickness or topography aspect ratio.
Perturbation analyses, underpinned by assumptions similar to those of the
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long-wave approximation, have been applied effectively to construct analytical
solutions of the Stokes and Navier-Stokes equations for both two-dimensional
film flow over an undulating (wavy) substrate, Wang (1981, 1984) and Wier-
schem, Scholle & Aksel (2002), and three-dimensional film flow over wavy
substrate with doubly-periodic corrugations, Wang (2005), Luo & Pozrikidis
(2006, 2007) and Heining (2009). In Wierschem et al. (2002), for example, a
perturbation analysis is utilised in two different limits by assuming the sub-
strate’s wavelength to be much larger than (i) the film thickness and (ii) its
amplitude; complementary experimental measurements were obtained show-
ing that the theory predicts the thickness of thin films over weakly undulating
substrates very well. Increasing the film thickness as well as increasing the
waviness of the substrate, however, results in quite large differences. In Luo
& Pozrikidis (2007) a Stokes flow, while in Wang (2005), Luo & Pozrikidis
(2006) and Heining (2009) a flow with a finite Reynolds number is assumed,
and perturbation analyses performed in terms of undulations with a small
amplitude.
The subsequent experiments by Wierschem et al. (2003) and Wierschem &
Aksel (2004) revealed, however, a perturbation analysis to be incapable of
predicting the eddy structure of the flow located within the valleys of the sub-
strate, especially for the cases of a strongly undulating substrate or a strong
inertial influence; Figure 1.2 shows an example of the visualisations of particle
traces achieved by Wierschem et al. (2003) using fluorescence imaging. Their
results were found to be consistent with earlier experimental studies for shear-
driven flows over a cavity, see the corresponding particle paths visualisation in
Figure 1.3 taken from Taneda (1979). In addition their experiments demon-
strate that there is a strong coupling between inertia and topography effects,
with the latter leading to remarkable stabilisation of the flow, particularly at
high Reynolds numbers.
The earlier limitations associated with the use of perturbation analysis for the
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case of thin film flow over wavy substrate, have been overcome by construct-
ing semi-analytical solutions of the full Stokes equations, Scholle, Wierschem
& Aksel (2004), Scholle, Rund & Aksel (2006) and Scholle & Aksel (2007);
complex function theory is used to reduce the two-dimensional Stokes equa-
tions to a system of ordinary differential and integral equations for functions
of one variable, which are solved by means of Fourier analysis and an iterative
procedure. The solutions obtained are found to be in a perfect agreement with
the experiments by Wierschem et al. (2003) and confirm the vortex structure
present in the valleys of a wavy substrate. The inertial influence, which can be
accounted for by solving the full Navier-Stokes equations, was predicted using
finite elements by Scholle, Haas, Aksel, Wilson, Thompson & Gaskell (2008)
as discussed later.
Figure 1.2: Experimental visualisation of particle paths for film flow over strongly
undulating substrate with film thickness-wavelength ratio: 0.32 (left) and 2.4 (right),
see Wierschem et al. (2003). Flow is from upper left to lower right. The undulating
substrate is at the lower left, the film itself is seen as a flecked area, and its free
surface as a thin bright line.
In contrast to flow over periodic wavy substrate, Stokes flow over substrate
containing steep topographical features has been investigated, in the main
numerically, by means of the boundary element method; this has been done
in both two- and three dimensions. There are, however, only a few examples
to be found in the literature since the computational resources required to
obtain a full and accurate numerical solution of the Stokes equations using a
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boundary element method, are much larger than when solving discrete forms
of the long-wave models discussed earlier.
Examples of such two-dimensional Stokes flow include: flow over a periodic
wall of arbitrary geometry, Pozrikidis (1988) and Tseluiko, Blyth, Papageor-
giou & Vanden-Broeck (2008a); flow over a spanwise rectangular trench, Ma-
zouchi & Homsy (2001); flow with a moving contact line over a surface either
with or without topography by Mazouchi, Gramlich & Homsy (2004) and
Gramlich, Mazouchi & Homsy (2004), respectively; the effect of an applied
surface shear stress for thin film flow over a rectangular cavity, Shuaib, Power
& Hibberd (2006); film flow on an inclined plane with an opening (a gap) at the
bottom of the plane representing an outlet, Shuaib, Power & Hibberd (2009).
In all these examples the results obtained were found to be in a good agree-
ment with predictions from lubrication theory in the case of small capillary
number and small topographic features.
Figure 1.3: Experimental visualisation of particle paths for a shear-driven flow
over a wall containing a rectangular cavity with depth-width ratio: 0.33 (left) and
3 (right), see Taneda (1979). Flow is from left to right.
Three-dimensional thin film Stokes flow problems, solved using the boundary
element method are even scarcer. The flow over a particle adjacent to a flat
surface has been considered by Pozrikidis & Thoroddsen (1991) and Blyth &
Pozrikidis (2006), where it was shown that even a particle with a size much
smaller than the film thickness can produce a significant deformation of the free
surface, both upstream and downstream of it. Another problem investigated is
that of gravity-driven film flow around hemispherical and cylindrical obstacles
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that penetrate the free surface as explored by Baxter, Power, Cliffe & Hibberd
(2009) and Baxter, Power, Cliffe & Hibberd (2010). This completes the list of
full Stokes solutions for film flow in the presence of steep topography that can
be found in the literature.
Finite element analysis of the full Navier-Stokes equations for non-zero Reynolds
number film flow has, on the other hand, received even less attention, and
to date has been more or less restricted to the case of steady-state two-
dimensional flows only; this is due to the larger computational cost involved
compared even to that required by the boundary element method. Bonto-
zoglou & Serifi (2008), for example, explored the free-surface disturbance gen-
erated by film flow down a vertically aligned plane containing an isolated step
topography, showing that for large capillary numbers increasing inertia first
amplifies and then diminishes the capillary features; the latter effect would
be impossible to capture with a long-wave analysis since it is valid for small
capillary numbers only. The reader’s attention is directed also to the investi-
gations of Trifonov (1999), Malamataris & Bontozoglou (1999) and Gu, Liu,
Yuan & Yu (2004), the latter finding good agreement with the experimental
work of Zhao & Cerro (1992).
Recently, Scholle et al. (2008) considered the subtleties associated with the
competing effects of geometry and inertia on the underpinning local flow struc-
ture in thick-gravity driven films on sinusoidally varying substrates; the Stokes
flow was solved using a semi-analytical complex variable method, Scholle et al.
(2004), while the Navier-Stokes flow was solved using a finite element approach.
Good agreement was found, in the Stokes flow limit, with the corresponding
experimental data and flow visualisations reported by Wierschem et al. (2003)
and Wierschem & Aksel (2004); the finite element analysis revealed that the
formation and presence of eddies can be manipulated not only by an increase
in the corrugation steepness, that is kinematically, but also by increasing the
Reynolds number of the flow, that is inertially. See also their related work on
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eddy genesis and manipulation in a related shear-driven flows, Scholle, Haas,
Aksel, Wilson, Thompson & Gaskell (2009b), and the study of Wierschem,
Pollak, Heining & Aksel (2010) concerned with eddy suppression in film flow
over topography.
Returning to the adoption of a long-wave approximation, the three-dimensional
predictions obtained by Gaskell et al. (2004b) using an accurate numerical so-
lution strategy, were the first of their kind to appear and found to agree ex-
tremely well with the benchmark experimental data of Decre´ & Baret (2003).
Indeed, not only was lubrication theory shown to produce accurate results in
regions of parameter space were it is not strictly valid, the authors were able
to quantify the expected error in terms of Reynolds number and topography
height/depth by a detailed comparison with complementary finite element so-
lutions of the full Navier-Stokes equations for the case of spanwise topography.
The above flow problem was revisited by Veremieiev, Thompson, Lee & Gaskell
(2010a) and solved using a depth-averaged form of the Navier-Stokes and con-
tinuity equations, a method akin to integral boundary layer approximation,
enabling inertia effects to be embodied within the long-wave approximation.
It is this paper that forms the basis of the results presented in Chapter 3 of
this thesis.
1.4 Controlling thin film free-surface profiles
Arguably the practical overarching goal apropos thin film flow over topog-
raphy, is to minimise the free-surface disturbance that arises and thus guide
its effective control, in order to yield optimum performance in terms of, for
example, heat and mass transfer, Yoshimura, Nosoko & Nagata (1996) and
Serifi, Malamataris & Bontozoglou (2004), and evaporation, Howison, Mori-
arty, Ockendon, Terrill & Wilson (1997) and Gaskell et al. (2006); or to max-
imise free-surface planarity in manufacturing applications to ensure predictable
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functional or optical properties, Stillwagon & Larson (1988) and Stillwagon
& Larson (1990). To this end, thermally-induced Marangoni stresses, Gram-
lich, Kalliadasis, Homsy & Messer (2002), or electrostatically induced Maxwell
stresses, Tseluiko et al. (2008b), viscoelastic fluid behaviour, Saprykin et al.
(2007a), careful topography design, Sellier (2008), Sellier & Panda (2010) and
Heining & Aksel (2009), as suggested by Gaskell et al. (2004b), utilization of
flexibility of the substrate, Matar, Craster & Kumar (2007) and Lee, Thomp-
son & Gaskell (2009b), or surface chemical reactions, Gallez, Dewit & Kauf-
man (1996), the addition of insoluble surfactants Pozrikidis (2003), have each
been suggested recently as a means of controlling the degree of free-surface
disturbance generated.
The classical example of problems encountered in practice occurs in the manu-
facture of integrated circuits, in that the result is often an uneven topography
profile above the circuit, see Stillwagon et al. (1987). In order to improve the
quality of the surface finish, spin-coating is applied to deposit a thin film over
the undesired topography to achieve the desired ’planarisation’ or ’levelling’
of the free-surface of the film; which, after the film has hardened, provides
an artificial layer over the circuit with much better planarity than the circuit
itself, see Figure 1.4, taken from Stillwagon et al. (1987), showing a schematic
of the planarisation process.
The use of electric fields for manipulating the behaviour of thin liquid films
stretches back several decades, having been investigated by various authors
with particular applications in mind. In industrial coating processes, for ex-
ample, electric fields are combined with charge distributions at the substrate
to create electrostatic assist, thus widening the coating window by controlling
the position of the associated dynamic wetting line in order to avoid/postpone
the onset of air entrainment, Nakajima & Miyamoto (1993). In addition,
electric fields have been used: to increase the micro-mixing of fluids, Oddy,
Santiago & Mikkelsen (2001); in the context of electrostatic liquid film radia-
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tors, Bankoff, Miksis, Kim & Gwinner (1994), Kim, Bankoff & Miksis (1994)
and Bankoff, Griffing & Schluter (2002); to create patterns on films, Schaffer,
Thurn-Albrecht, Russell & Steiner (2000), Craster & Matar (2009) and Wu,
Pease & Russel (2005). They have similarly been utilised for the manipulation
of droplets, Yeo, Craster & Matar (2007), and to align droplets in a particular













Figure 1.4: Schematic of the planarisation process using a low viscosity, liquid
monomer from Stillwagon et al. (1987).
Of late Tseluiko, Blyth, Papageorgiou & Vanden-Broeck (2007) and Tseluiko
et al. (2008a,b) have considered the effects of substrate topography on steady,
two-dimensional film flow at zero Reynolds number subjected to a normal elec-
trostatic field. They addressed gravity-driven Stokes flow over a trench topog-
raphy and sinusoidally corrugated substrate, with comparisons drawn between
predictions from lubrication theory, valid for topography small compared to
the film thickness, against boundary element solutions, valid for corrugations
and trench topography of an arbitrary size. The latter solutions were used to
confirm the range of applicability of the lubrication analysis and to investigate
the conditions under which eddies are generated adjacent to wavy topogra-
phy. For the case of flow past trench topography it was shown that an electric
field can either reduce or promote irregularities at the film surface, depend-
ing on the local geometry and the electrical properties of the liquid film: for
one which is a perfect conductor/(dielectric) the height of the capillary ridge
upstream of the trench was found to decrease/(increase) monotonically as the
electric field strength increased. A related long-wave analysis was carried out
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of flow over an inclined surface containing periodic steps, trenches and mound
indentations with the liquid film assumed to be a perfect conductor and the air
above it a perfect dielectric, Tseluiko et al. (2008a). This work revealed that
an electric field, applied normal to the film, is able to eliminate the capillary
ridge at a step-down topography at the expense of creating a free-surface ridge
at an adjacent step-up one.
The above analyses were subsequently extended to consider, in a limited sense,
the additional influence of inertia in determining the free-surface shape for the
case of a perfect dielectric film flowing over a wavy wall, Tseluiko & Blyth
(2009). Furthermore the analytical solutions of the lubrication equations for
electrified films contained in Tseluiko, Blyth, Papageorgiou & Vanden-Broeck
(2009), where obtained via an asymptotic expansion in powers of the topog-
raphy amplitude. Solutions were derived for step-down, step-up and trench
topography, valid for small-step asymptotics only, and found to compare fa-
vorably with corresponding numerical solutions of the lubrication equations;
the latter being valid for larger scale topography.
The above theoretical electro-hydrodynamic analyses are directed at two-
dimensional, spanwise flows only; investigations of three-dimensional ones have
proved less common, a notable exception being a recent study of the dynamics
of electric-field induced patterning of thin polymer films by Wu et al. (2005).
The prospect of using thermocapillary effects for controlling the dynamics
of thin film flows has also attracted attention. Similar to the application of
electrostatic fields, these flows are driven by an additional stress applied at the
free surface; however, unlike the electrostatic Maxwell stress which is directed
normally to the free surface, the thermocapillary Marangoni stress involved,
and which appears due to the inhomogeneity of the surface tension, is directed
tangentially to the free-surface boundary. The modelling of thermally-induced
thin film flows has been undertaken: employing lubrication theory, Burelbach,
Bankoff & Davis (1990); using the Benney-type model, Tan, Bankoff & Davis
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(1990) and Joo et al. (1991); by utilizing the IBL type model, Kalliadasis,
Demekhin, Ruyer-Quil & Velarde (2003a) and Saprykin, Trevelyan, Koopmans
& Kalliadasis (2007b); by integration of the full Navier-Stokes and energy
equations, Alexeev, Gambaryan-Roisman & Stephan (2005).
The influence of topography on thermocapillary thin film flows is discussed
by Gramlich et al. (2002), Alexeev et al. (2005) and Saprykin et al. (2007b).
Gramlich et al. (2002) use the lubrication equations to investigate optimal
levelling of capillary free-surface disturbances by means of thermally-induced
stresses produced by a localised heater; Marangoni stresses are found to be
effective in reducing the height of the capillary ridge for two-dimensional flow
over step-down topography. Alexeev et al. (2005) compare the results of ex-
periments to full two-dimensional incompressible Navier-Stokes predictions,
while Saprykin et al. (2007b) provide numerical predictions of the free-surface
disturbance formed for flow over uniformly heated topography using the IBL
approximation. In their work the liquid is shown to concentrate mainly in the
troughs of the topography, where the surface tension is higher, while the ac-
cumulated fluid is shown to take the form of big drops surrounded by smaller
ones that become ’attracted’ to the former through the Marangoni effect.
Of note also is the recent work by Scholle, Haas, Aksel, Thompson, Hewson
& Gaskell (2009a), where the heat transfer in an in-plane laminar shear flow
in a sinusoidally varying channel has been investigated by means of a semi-
analytical approach and finite element solutions of the full Navier-Stokes and
energy equations.
1.5 Stability of thin film flows
Regarding the related issue of the stability of film flows, Benjamin (1957) and
Yih (1963) have shown that in the case of two-dimensional, gravity-driven
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flow down a flat inclined substrate, there exists a critical Reynolds number
beyond which the flow becomes unstable to long waves, see also Chang (1994):
a result that has been verified experimentally by Liu, Paul & Gollub (1993)
and Liu & Gollub (1993, 1994), see Figure 1.5 for the results of experiments by
Alekseenko et al. (1994) demonstrating the development of noise-driven large-
amplitude three-dimensional waves for increased inertia in falling films over a
plane wall. Complementary numerical investigations of waves at the surface of
a flowing film have been reported by Ramaswamy, Chippada & Joo (1996) and
Malamataris, Vlachogiannis & Bontozoglou (2002). The effect of an insoluble
surfactant in increasing the critical Reynolds number at which instability is
first encountered has been considered by Blyth & Pozrikidis (2004) utilizing a
normal-mode analysis. Of note too, is the work of Usha & Uma (2004) which
addresses the issue of high Reynolds number inertially induced instabilities.
Figure 1.5: Experiments of a water-ethanol mixture film flowing down an inclined
planar plate with increasing inertia: Reynolds numbers from left to the right are 15,
45 and 260 respectively, see Alekseenko et al. (1994).
The combined influence of inertia and topography on free-surface stability
has been considered in several studies. For example, recent experiments by
Vlachogiannis & Bontozoglou (2002), Wierschem, Lepski & Aksel (2005) and
Argyriadi, Vlachogiannis & Bontozoglou (2006) have demonstrated that there
is a strong coupling between these influences in the case of gravity-driven
two-dimensional flow over substrates containing spanwise periodic features.
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In particular, in the work of Argyriadi et al. (2006) steep corrugations are
found to have a strong stabilising effect on the steady flow. Furthermore,
Kalliadasis & Homsy (2001) and Davis & Troian (2005) discuss the influence
of topography on the stability of thin film flow for the case of steep topography,
such as a step-down; it is shown that the capillary ridge formed downstream
of step topography is surprisingly stable for a wide range of the pertinent
parameters owing to the net pressure gradient induced by the topography
at small wavenumbers and by surface tension at high wavenumbers. The
significant rise in critical Reynolds number that occurs due to the presence
of surface topography, as observed experimentally, has also been predicted
theoretically, see Wierschem & Aksel (2003).
Recently, Trifonov (2007) examined the stability of a viscous film flowing over
a vertically aligned wavy surface, showing that there is a region of corrugation
geometry (amplitude and period) where disturbances decay resulting in a sta-
bilising effect; outside this region the flow is unstable. In addition, the reader
is directed to the work of Khayat, Kim & Delosquer (2004), who provide a de-
tailed account of the influence of inertia, topography and gravity on transient
axisymmetric thin film flow, and to the investigations by Bontozoglou & Pa-
papolymerou (1997), Bontozoglou (2000), Wierschem, Bontozoglou, Heining,
Uecker & Aksel (2008) and Heining, Bontozoglou, Aksel & Wierschem (2009)
in connection with resonance effects in viscous films on inclined wavy planes.
With particular reference to the influence of electric fields on flow stability, it
has long been known that instabilities can be induced by applying a sufficiently
strong electric field across a film, Melcher & Smith (1969). For gravity-driven,
two-dimensional film flow down flat inclined substrates Kim, Bankoff & Miksis
(1992) and Gonza´lez & Castellanos (1996) show that the presence of an elec-
tric field normal to it lowers the critical Reynolds number at which free-surface
instability occurs. Several subsequent studies have carried out stability anal-
yses for this problem using the long-wave approximation where the additional
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Maxwell stress term in the free-surface stress boundary condition has been
obtained by the solution of the associated two-dimensional Laplace equation
for the electric potential. The work of Tseluiko & Papageorgiou (2006a,b),
for example, showed that applying an electric field normal to a film can ex-
cite a long-wave instability even at zero Reynolds number. Such findings
have been confirmed experimentally by Griffing, Bankoff, Miksis & Schluter
(2006), whose complementary lubrication predictions of the dynamical effect
of a strong normal electric field agree reasonably well with their data. More
recently, Uma & Usha (2008) extended the range of their analytical approach
to further investigate the destabilising mechanism caused by the application
of an electric field across a liquid film.
The effect of an insoluble surfactant on the stability of an electrified thin film
flow down an inclined plane has been considered by Blyth (2008); it is shown
that similar to the non-electric field case considered by Blyth & Pozrikidis
(2004), the surfactant is able to stabilise the electrified thin film flow for a set
of modes which would otherwise be unstable for a clean electrified film.
Thermocapillary-driven fluid flows are liable to another kind of instability -
Marangoni instability, that arises due to variation of the interfacial temper-
ature and thus surface tension along the free-surface disturbance of the film;
for general thermocapillary-driven fluid flows the Marangoni instability is dis-
cussed by Davis (1987). For thin film flows the Marangoni instability is also
often called the long-wave thermocapillary instability with the rupture of the
free surface being the main feature of this kind of manifestation; i.e. at some
moment the thickness of the film becomes zero at some location, see the val-
idation of the rupture effect for two-dimensional thin film flows over a planar
uniformly heated topography predicted theoretically by Burelbach, Bankoff
& Davis (1988), Oron & Rosenau (1992) and Joo, Davis & Bankoff (1993)
and the experimental measurements by Burelbach et al. (1990) and VanHook,
Schatz, McCormick, Swift & Swinney (1995).
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Several studies have subsequently considered theoretically the stability and the
dynamics of falling thermocapillary-driven two-dimensional liquid films over a
substrate heated either uniformly, Joo et al. (1991), Kalliadasis et al. (2003a),
Scheid, Ruyer-Quil, Kalliadasis, Velarde & Zeytounian (2005) and Ruyer-Quil,
Scheid, Kalliadasis, Velarde & Zeytounian (2005), or by a local heat source,
Scheid, Oron, Colinet, Thiele & Legros (2002); Skotheim, Thiele & Scheid
(2003); Kalliadasis, Kiyashko & Demekhin (2003b). Joo et al. (1991) analyse
the stability of the film by utilizing the Benney-type long-wave equation; in
the subsequent analyses of Kalliadasis et al. (2003a) the limitations of the
Benney-type model are revised using the IBL model. Both approaches are
found to give similar solitary wave solutions for small Reynolds number, while
for higher Reynolds number the solitary wave solution obtained by the Benney-
type model is found to be unrealistic.
The numerical computations by Kalliadasis et al. (2003b) reveal that the flow
over a plane wall with a local heat source develops a ridge upstream together
with a depression downstream of the heater’s centre, which is similar to the
case of isothermal flow over a step-down topography discussed above, Kalli-
adasis et al. (2000). It is shown, however, in contrast to the step-down topog-
raphy, to have a stabilising effect on the flow, Kalliadasis & Homsy (2001);
the flow over a local heat source is unstable with respect to disturbances in
the spanwise direction above a critical Marangoni number, which gives rise to
rivulet formation and subsequent rupture. Subsequently, the joint influence
of topography and a local heat source has been considered by Tiwari & Davis
(2010); step-down topography is found to be very effective at stabilising the
flowing film and increasing the critical Marangoni number. Of note also is the
work of Oron (2000), Bestehorn, Pototsky & Thiele (2003), Scheid, Kalliada-
sis, Ruyer-Quil & Colinet (2008), where theoretical analysis of the stability of
thin film thermocapillary flows is extended to three dimensions.
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1.6 Thesis outline
Note that, for the problems of interest in this thesis analytic closed form solu-
tions remain elusive. Accordingly models and associated numerical methods
are used throughout to generate accurate solutions and hence predictions of
the behaviour of such flows for the particular case of gravity-driven flow down





Figure 1.6: Schematic of a gravity-driven thin film flow over a substrate inclined
at angle θ containing a fully submerged micro-scale topographical features, in this
case a rectangular shaped peak. The coordinate system is as indicated.
The thesis has three main strands in relation to the investigation of gravity-
driven thin film flow at finite Reynolds number:
(i) formulation of mathematical models based on the long-wave approxima-
tion, such as lubrication theory (LUB) and a depth-averaged form (DAF)
of the Navier-Stokes and continuity equations, and comparison of these
with full finite element solutions of the latter and with experimental data
available in the literature;
(ii) the efficient and accurate numerical solution of the three models (LUB,
DAF and N-S), especially for the case of three-dimensional flow when
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there are significant computational challenges to overcome, utilizing state-
of-the-art computational techniques including high performance comput-
ing when essential;
(iii) the prospects of using a normal electrostatic fields for controlling the
free-surface disturbances associated with three-dimensional thin film flow
over topography.
The thesis takes the following form:
The mathematical formulation and solution strategy implemented to achieve
accurate mesh-independent solutions of the models implemented are provided
in Chapter 2; the solution strategy includes an efficient full multigrid method
together with error-controlled automatic adaptive time-stepping and proper
treatment of the nonlinear advective terms present. A comprehensive set of
results, showing the influence of inertia on thin film flow over planar surfaces
featuring topography, is presented in Chapter 3. The free-surface profiles
obtained by the DAF are verified by comparison with complementary experi-
mental data where it exists and corresponding finite element solutions of the
full free-surface N-S problem; the errors associated with both the LUB and
the DAF predictions are estimated, taking the N-S solutions as the bench-
mark, for step-up and step-down topography in a vein similar to Gaskell et al.
(2004b). Solutions for three-dimensional thin film flow over a steep, localised
rectangular trench topography are presented also.
Complementary finite element solutions of the three-dimensional N-S equa-
tions for free-surface flow over a localised trench topography are presented
in Chapter 4. An efficient direct multifrontal method, that combines a fast
inversion of dense matrices arising for the free-surface problem with efficient
memory utilization, including an out-of-core approach for storing matrix co-
factors on the hard drive, is used to obtain mesh-independent predictions. The
latter reveal both the underlying flow structure and the limitations associated
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with the above approximate models based on the long-wave approximation.
Controlling the free-surface disturbance arising from thin film flow over topog-
raphy by means of a normal electrostatic field is explored in Chapter 5; the
hydrodynamics are modelled using the DAF equation set, while the solution of
the coupled three-dimensional Laplace field equation for the electric potential
is obtained in the form of a Fourier series in separable variables; the joint effect
of inertia and electric field are considered.
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This chapter provides a rigorous overview concerning the mathematical formu-
lation of the equations governing free-surface thin film flows over topography.
Three such formulations are considered: one involving the full Navier-Stokes
and continuity equations (N-S); two based on the long-wave approximation
of the latter equation set - a simple lubrication (LUB) model and a depth-
averaged form (DAF). The N-S approach is the most general and therefore
the most expensive of the three to compute, requiring a considerable amount
of computational resource to achieve the accuracy necessary to generate mesh-
independent solutions, especially for three-dimensional flows. The LUB model
and DAF are much less resource intensive: the DAF, unlike the LUB ap-
proach, enables thin film flows with inertia to be predicted and its effect to
be quantified. Efficient solution strategies for achieving mesh-independent so-
lutions for all three approaches are presented. This involves the generation of
accurate and fast solutions using a full multigrid (FMG) methodology for the
LUB and DAF equation sets and parallel computing methodologies utilising a
multifrontal solver to deal with the N-S equations.
2.1 Governing equations
2.1.1 Full Navier-Stokes equations
Consider, as illustrated in Figure 2.1, the case of time-dependent gravity-
driven thin film flow down a planar surface containing a trench topography
of depth S0, length LT and spanwise width WT , that is inclined at an angle
θ( 6= 0) to the horizontal. The liquid is assumed to be incompressible and to
have constant density, ρ, dynamic viscosity, µ, and surface tension, σ. The
chosen Cartesian streamwise, X, spanwise, Y , and normal, Z, components of
the coordinate vector, X = Xi + Y j + Zk, are as indicated; i, j, k are the
corresponding basis vectors of the coordinate system. The solution domain
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is bounded from below by the planar surface, Z = S (X, Y ), from above at
time T by the free surface, Z = F (X, Y, T ), upstream and downstream by
the inflow, X = 0, and outflow, X = LP , planes, respectively, and to the
left and right by the side planes at Y = 0 and Y = WP . The film thickness,
H (X, Y, T ), at any point in the (X, Y ) plane at time T is given by H = F −S.








= −∇P +∇ · T + ρG, (2.1)
∇ ·U = 0, (2.2)
where U = Ui+ V j +Wk and P are the fluid velocity and pressure, respec-
tively; T = µ
(
∇U + (∇U )T
)
is the viscous stress tensor,G = G0 (i sin θ − k cos θ)
is the acceleration due to gravity where G0 is the standard gravity constant.
Figure 2.1: Schematic diagram of gravity-driven flow over a well-defined trench
topography, showing the coordinate system adopted and surface geometry.
The general problem definition is complete following the specification of ap-
propriate no-slip, inflow/outflow, kinematic and free-surface stress boundary
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conditions, see Landau & Lifshitz (1987):
U |Z=S = 0, (2.3)










+ U |Z=F ∂F
∂X
+ V |Z=F ∂F
∂Y
−W |Z=F = 0, (2.5)
(−PI + T ) |Z=Fn = (σK + PA)n, (2.6)
where PA is the atmospheric pressure, H0 is the asymptotic, or fully developed,
film thickness, U0 = ρG0H
2
0 sin θ/2µ is the free-surface (maximum) velocity

















is the unit normal
vector pointing outward from the free surface andK = −∇·n is twice the mean
curvature of the free surface that, following Hayes et al. (2000) or Saprykin
et al. (2007a), is taken to be positive when the surface is concave upwards.
In what follows the pressure variable is shifted, P → P + PA, to denote a
reference pressure instead.
Taking the reference length scale in all directions to be H0 and scaling the
velocities by U0, the pressure (stress tensor) by P0 = µU0/H0 and the time by






+ u · ∇u
)
= −∇p+∇ · τ + Stg, (2.7)
∇ · u = 0, (2.8)
u|z=s = 0, (2.9)







− w|z=f = 0, (2.11)




where x = xi + yj + zk, u = ui + vj + wk, τ and g = G/G0 are the non-
dimensional coordinate, velocity, viscous stress tensor and gravity component,
respectively; h, s, f, t, p, κ together with s0, lt, wt, lp, wp correspond to their di-
mensional counterparts. Re = ρU0H0/µ is the Reynolds number, Ca = µU0/σ
is the capillary number and St = 2/ sin θ the Stokes number; alternatively, the
latter can be written as St = Re/Fr2, where Fr = U0/
√
H0G0 is the Froude
number.
The stress boundary condition (2.12) is expanded into normal and tangential




























to the free surface, namely:
− p|z=f + (τ |z=f · n) · n = κ
Ca
, (2.13)
(τ |z=f · n) · t = 0, (2.14)
where αt and βt are variables that define the direction of the tangent vector
at any point in the tangent plane; thus formula (2.14) actually implies two
boundary conditions.
2.1.2 Long-wave approximation
The above system of equations, (2.7)-(2.8), and boundary conditions, (2.9) -
(2.11) and (2.13) - (2.14), can be simplified considerably by adopting a long-
wave approximation, Oron et al. (1997), effectively reducing the dimensionality
of the problem by one; the main assumption being that the long-wave ratio
ε = H0/L0 ≪ 1, where L0 is the characteristic in-plane length scale.
Formulating the governing equations (2.7) and (2.8) in terms of L0 is equivalent
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to the following change of non-dimensional variables:
































































































The normal vector, tangent vector, free-surface curvature and viscous stress






















































































































while the boundary conditions (2.13) and (2.14) become:
























































































































































|z=f = 0. (2.25)
2.1.3 Lubrication equations
The lubrication approach is considered to be a first-order accurate long-wave
approximation with the assumption that the Reynolds number is small, Re =
O (ε), see Stillwagon & Larson (1988). For thin film flows the capillary pressure
is of the same order as the fluid pressure; the capillary number is O(ε3) and









where L0 = (σH0/3ρG0 sin θ)
1/3 represents the associated capillary length
scale; the resulting lubrication approach is therefore valid for the case of small
capillary numbers:




The lubrication equations derive from the long-wave equations (2.16) - (2.19)
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|z=f = 0. (2.33)
Equation (2.30) results in a balance between the acceleration arising from the
pressure gradient and that from gravity; integrating it with respect to z and















− p = −2ε (f − z) cot θ,
and hence the following lubrication equation for the pressure (Gaskell et al.,
2004b):










+ 2ε (f − z) cot θ. (2.34)
Since ∇p does not depend on z, equation (2.34) is used to integrate equations
(2.28) and (2.29) twice with respect to z, making use of boundary conditions






























































(z + s)− f
]
. (2.36)
Integrating the continuity equation (2.31) using Leibniz’s rule and applying
boundary conditions (2.9) and (2.11) leads to the following depth-averaged

























































For the lubrication approach they are derived by averaging the right-hand-sides















After substitution of (2.39) into (2.37) the second lubrication equation of the
























The system of lubrication equations (2.34) and (2.40) contains three dimen-
sionless parameters: ε, Ca and cot θ; however, since Ca and ε are related via
(2.26) the lubrication equations depend on one dimensionless grouping only -
the gravity parameter N = Ca1/3 · cot θ.
The lubrication equations, (2.34) and (2.40), are closed by the assumption of
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|y=0,wp = 0, (2.41)





|y=0,wp = 0. (2.42)
Alternatively, a single fourth-order partial-differential equation for the film
















































the boundary conditions in this case being:











|y=0,wp = 0. (2.44)
Although having to solve just one equation, for h, rather than two, for h
and p, may appear the more attractive it is the coupled system only that
is considered in the course of this thesis. The reason for this is that recent
work (Cowling et al., 2011) has shown conclusively that from a computational
stand point solving for h and p allows far greater time increments to be used
and leads to much better computational performance when solved within a
multigrid framework. Note that the latter issue of computational performance
is consistent with the findings of other authors using a multigrid strategy
to solve fourth-order biharmonic problems, Altas, Dym, Gupta & Manohar
(1998) and Henn (2005).
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2.1.4 Depth-averaged form
As in the case of the above LUB model, Oron et al. (1997), the DAF derived
below can be thought of as a first-order accurate long-wave approximation but
with no Reynolds number limitation. The DAF has the same disadvantage as
the LUB model: the velocity across the film has a self-similar half-parabolic
form, which is unable to capture the existence of eddies. The associated equa-
tion set derives from the long-wave equations (2.16) - (2.19) and boundary




































































|z=f = 0, (2.50)
The DAF of the u-momentum equation (2.45) is obtained by making use of
Leibniz’s rule, boundary conditions (2.9), (2.11), (2.50) and equation (2.48),















































































uvdz − (uv) |z=f ∂f
∂y
+ (uv) |z=s ∂s
∂y


































































|z=s − 2h = 0. (2.51)


























































|z=s = 0. (2.52)
The DAF of the w-momentum (2.47) and continuity (2.48) equations are the
pressure equation (2.34) and the depth-averaged mass conservation equation
(2.37), which are as derived for the lubrication model in Subsection 2.1.3.
After substitution of the pressure equation (2.34) into the DAF momentum
equations, (2.51) and (2.52), and dividing through by the film thickness h, the
resulting governing system of equations for the unknown averaged velocities





































































































Since there is an additional dimensionless parameter that appears, namely
Re, compared to the LUB model, the DAF depends on two dimensionless
groupings: an inertia parameter I = Ca1/3 · Re and, as defined previously, the
gravity parameter N = Ca1/3 · cot θ.
The problem is closed in terms of specified averaged inflow conditions and the
assumption of fully developed flow both upstream and downstream, namely:


















|y=0,wp = 0. (2.57)
2.1.5 Friction and dispersion terms








(u¯− u)2 dz, ∫ f
s
(v¯ − v)2 dz, ∫ f
s
(u¯− u) (v¯ − v) dz, respectively.
For the thin film flows of interest, these terms can be determined explicitly
by assuming that the velocity profile within the film has the same and consis-




ξ − 1/2ξ2) , v = 3v¯ (ξ − 1/2ξ2) , (2.58)
where ξ = (z − s) /h. Note that, this assumption is consistent with the
integral-boundary-layer approximation discussed in Subsection 1.2.2, namely
that the velocity profile across the film is parabolic. The validity and robust-
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ness of using the velocity profiles given by equation (2.58) in the present work
is established in Sections 3.2 and 4.2, even for flow over deep topographic
features, by comparison with complementary experimentally measured and
numerically predicted free-surface profiles. Alternatives to the assumption of
parabolic velocity profile, that have previously been suggested in the literature,
are discussed above in Subsection 1.2.2.
Accordingly, using relations (2.58) and equation (2.37) leads to the following























































Note too, that the above forms for the friction and dispersion terms ensure that
the DAF equations (2.53) and (2.54) become equivalent to equations (2.39),
when Re = 0.
Note also that equations (2.53)-(2.55) are equivalent to well-known shallow
water equations, Shinbrot (1970) and Hervouet (2007), for the case with no
capillary pressure, or Ca → ∞, since these equations are generally used in
oceanographic and environmental studies, hydraulic engineering and other
fields of science where the influence of capillarity is negligible. The shallow
water equations were firstly derived and published in 1871 by French mechani-
cian and mathematician Adhe´mar Jean Claude Barre´ de Saint-Venant, and are
therefore often referred to as the Saint-Venant equations, Saint-Venant (1871).
In shallow water applications the dispersion terms are usually neglected, while
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the friction terms are obtained using the empirical Che´zy’s law for the flow
in open channels and noncircular closed conduits, for which the average wall
shear stress is deemed to be closely proportional to the square of the velocity,










u¯2 + v¯2, (2.63)
where Ac is the Che´zy coefficient, that is dependent on the Reynolds number
of the flow and consequently on its type (laminar or turbulent). The value of
Ac for lubrication-type flows is estimated by substitution of the form (2.63)
into the momentum equation (2.53) and evaluating it at the inflow boundary:





) |x=0 = 9/2. However using the Che´zy’s form to
define the frictions terms leads to non-equivalence of the lubrication and DAF
equations when Re = 0 in a general three-dimensional case.
2.1.6 Topography definition
Attention is restricted to flows involving simple, well-defined topography, namely
one-dimensional (spanwise) trench, step-up, and step-down features, and in
two dimensions (localised) rectangular trenches. Note, however, that the DAF
can be applied to flows over more complex topographies - see for example Lee,
Thompson & Gaskell (2008b). Since the topography profile appears as a func-
tion in the governing equations, it is not possible to consider completely sharp
features. Following previous authors (Stillwagon & Larson, 1990; Peurrung &
Graves, 1993; Gaskell et al., 2004b) the topography is therefore specified via
arctangent functions. For example, one-dimensional step-up/down and two-
dimensional rectangular trench/peak topographies, as illustrated in the Figure
















































where s0 (= S0/H0) is the dimensionless depth (s0 < 0) or height (s0 > 0), with
lt (= LT/L0), wt (= WT/L0) and δ the non-dimensional streamwise length,
spanwise width and topography steepness factor, respectively. The coordinate
system (x∗, y∗) = (x− xt, y − yt) has its origin at the centre of the topography,
(xt, yt).
For topography that is symmetrical about the streamwise centreline such that
s (x∗, y∗) = s (x∗,−y∗) the following spanwise symmetry conditions hold:
(u, w, p) (x∗, y∗, z) = (u, w, p) (x∗,−y∗, z) , (2.66)
v (x∗, y∗, z) = −v (x∗,−y∗, z) , h (x∗, y∗) = h (x∗,−y∗) . (2.67)
Exploiting the above the governing equations (N-S, LUB or DAF) need to
be solved over only half of the solution domain by imposing the following
boundary conditions at the symmetry plane:
∂u
∂y


































Figure 2.2: Examples of spanwise topography functions, s (x∗): (a) step-up; (b)
step-down; and (c) trench. The characteristic parameters associated with each to-
pography type are shown.
Trench, step-up and step-down topography can be defined in other ways;
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, −δ 6 x∗ < δ,
1, δ 6 x∗.
(2.70)
In either case, the steepness of the topography, δ, is chosen to be small enough
to ensure that results are steepness-independent.
2.2 Methods of solution
2.2.1 Full Navier-Stokes equations
2.2.1.1 Spatial discretisation
The full N-S system of equations, (2.7)-(2.8), and boundary conditions, (2.9)-
(2.12), can be solved using an appropriate finite element formulation. For
simplicity, the thin film flow problems of interest are considered to be steady-
state:
Reu · ∇u = −∇p+∇ · τ + Stg, (2.71)
∇ · u = 0, (2.72)
u|z=s = 0, (2.73)
h|x=0 = 1, u|x=0,lp;y=0,wp = z (2− z) i, (2.74)
(n · u) |z=f = 0, (2.75)
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(−pI + τ ) |z=fn = κ
Ca
n, (2.76)
a complicating feature being the presence of a free surface, whose shape is not
known a priori.
There are several techniques for tracking free and moving boundaries; these
can, in general, be classified under three main headings: (a) surface tracking
or predominantly Lagrangian methods; (b) volume tracking or Eulerian meth-
ods; (c) hybrid Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) methods that combine
the advantages of the former two and allow accurate interface tracking with
minimal mesh distortion at the same time, see Kistler & Schweizer (1997) and
Shyy, Udaykumar, Rao & Smith (2007) for further details.
The ALE formulations together with finite element discretisations, reported in
this section, have been applied effectively for tracking the free-surface location
of two-dimensional coating flows for decades, see Christodoulou, Kistler &
Schunk (1997) and the references contained therein. These include the spine
method, Kistler & Scriven (1983), and its later modifications in generality and
robustness based on the elliptic grid generation approach of Christodoulou
et al. (1997) and the pseudo-solid mesh motion approach of Sackinger, Schunk
& Rao (1996).
Despite there being a considerable amount of work devoted to free-surface
tracking and the ALE approach coupled with finite element analyses, little
of it considers fully three-dimensional free-surface problems, which represents
one of the most important practical computational challenges for this class
of problem, see Cairncross, Schunk, Baer, Rao & Sackinger (2000) and Baer,
Cairncross, Schunk, Rao & Sackinger (2000). Example investigations include:
three-dimensional bubble flow, Bunner & Tryggvason (1999); flow in a trape-
zoidal channel with bridge supports, Behr & Abraham (2002); surface-tension-
dominated viscous flows, Walkley, Gaskell, Jimack, Kelmanson & Summers
(2005); a study of the dynamics of three-dimensional liquid free surfaces with
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surface tension and contact angle boundary conditions, Yue & Wang (2006);
three-dimensional simulation of injection molding, Wang & Li (2010).
The numerical technique described below is a generalisation of both the spine
method introduced in Kistler & Scriven (1983) and the three-dimensional ALE
formulations of Cairncross et al. (2000). It shares the features of a strictly
Lagrangian method, in which the grid is configured to conform to the shape
of the free-surface interface and adapts continually to it, and those of a purely
Eulerian formulation, in which the grid remains fixed where needed; thus in the
general case the ALE formulation assumes the grid coordinates to be unknown.
In line with the underpinnings of the finite element method, the unknown
velocity, pressure and grid coordinate fields are expanded in terms of basis












where i ∈ [1, ni], j ∈ [1, nj ], ui = uii+ vij + wik, pj and xi = xii+ yij + zik
are the unknown nodal values of the velocity, pressure and coordinate fields,
respectively; ni is the total number of u/x-nodes and nj is the total num-
ber of p-nodes; φi are basis functions for u/x and ψj are basis functions for
p. φi and ψj assume the value one at i and j nodes respectively, zero at any
other nodes and intermediate values in between within the finite elements they
touch, this is explained further and in more detail in Subsubsection 2.2.1.3. A
’mixed-interpolation’ formulation with linear basis functions for pressure and
quadratic basis functions for velocities and mesh coordinates is used, see Hood
& Taylor (1974), that results in ni and nj being different. This type of inter-
polation, in contrast to ’equal-order-interpolation’, satisfies the so called LBB
stability condition named after Ladyzhenskaya (1963), Babusˇka (1971) and
Brezzi (1974) and ensures that the pressure field is not polluted by so called
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spurious nonphysical oscillations. The same second-order interpolation for ve-
locities and coordinates is permitted, see Christodoulou et al. (1997), allowing
second-order-accurate free-surface location to be obtained for almost the same
computational cost. This enables V6/P3/X6 (6 u/x-nodes and 3 p-nodes)
triangular or V10/P4/X10 (10 u/x-nodes and 4 p-nodes) tetrahedral element
to be employed for two- and three-dimensional flow problems, respectively.
A popular Bubnov-Galerkin (B-G) weighted residual formulation, that as-
sumes the weightings or test functions to be the same as the basis functions,
is employed for the discretisation of equations (2.71), (2.72) and (2.75); this
formulation has been applied successfully to various incompressible fluid flow
problems, see Chung (2002). The momentum equation (2.71) is converted
into a discretised system of algebraic equations by multiplying it with appro-
priate weighting functions, integrating over the computational domain, Ω, and

























(−Reu⊗ u− pI + τ )∇φi + Stgφi
]
dΩ, (2.79)
















the integral over the boundary of the flow domain, Γ. Due to the presence
of no-slip and specified inflow/outflow boundary conditions (2.73) and (2.74)
N
mom,f.s.
k is non-zero only at the free-surface boundary. The boundary condi-
tions (2.75) and (2.76) are used to obtain the form (2.80). The Boolean matrix,
∆i,k, that relates the global u/x-node to the corresponding free-surface u/x-
node for any k ∈ [1, nk], where nk (< ni) is the total number of free-surface
nodes, is defined as:
∆i,k =
 1, if the global node i corresponds to the free-surface node k,0, otherwise.
(2.81)
In two dimensions dΓ is an arclength and the boundary-integral over Γ a
line integral that can be simplified using the well-known expression for line

























where the terms in (2.82) with the inflow and outflow unit vectors tangent
to Γ, t|x=0 and t|x=lp respectively, can be omitted due to the inflow/outflow
boundary condition (2.74).
In three dimensions dΓ is a surface area and the boundary-integral over Γ a
surface integral that can be simplified using the surface divergence theorem,
that lowers the order of spatial derivatives, and the well-known expression for































where dR is the arclength along R, the curve bounding Γ, and t|R is a unit
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vector along R, tangential to the free surface Γ but normal to R. The inte-
gration over R in (2.83) can be omitted due to the inflow/outflow boundary
condition (2.74).
In a similar way the Bubnov-Galerkin formulation is applied to obtain the








(n · u)φkdΓ = 0. (2.85)
2.2.1.2 Spine method for representing free surfaces
The system of discrete equations (2.78), (2.84) and (2.85) is not yet complete,
since the number of unknowns is larger than the number of equations 2dim ·
ni+nj > dim·ni+nj+nk, where dim is the dimensionality of the problem (dim
= 2 and 3 for two- and three-dimensional problem, respectively). However it is
necessary to remember that mesh node positions are not independent and the
mesh moves synchronously to capture the free-surface location. Therefore it is
necessary to specify the rule that relates the positions of the mesh nodes xi to
a set of free-surface parameters, whose values determine how the mesh changes
in response to the moving free-surface boundary. The method of spines, Kistler
& Scriven (1983), represents one technique for tying the deformation of the
internal mesh to that of the interface. The basic idea of the spine method is
to parametrise the free surface by its location along a series of conventionally
placed, independent spines. Each spine is defined by the location of a fixed
base node xbk and a fixed direction vector dk. The moving mesh nodes are
chosen in such a way that each of them lies on some spine and therefore have
the same fixed base node xbi = ∆˜i,kx
b
k and fixed direction vector di = ∆˜i,kdk;
see Figure 2.3 for an example of spine locations for flow over a one-dimensional
trench. The fixed mesh nodes, that do not move with the free surface, have
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dk = 0. The Boolean matrix ∆˜i,k is defined as:
∆˜i,k =
 1, if the global node i lies on the spine k,0, otherwise. (2.86)
Since the ordering of the spines is the same as the ordering of the free-surface
nodes, ∆˜i,k is equal to the previously defined ∆i,k if i is a free-surface node.
In this representation the ’free-surface parameters’ are the spinal distances hk





= xbi + ∆˜i,khkdi. (2.87)































Figure 2.3: Spine fixed base nodes xbk and fixed direction vectors dk for thin film
flow over a one-dimensional trench with lt = 2.0 and s0 = 0.5. For illustration
purposes the number of spines as well as free-surface u/x-nodes shown is for the
case nk = 33.
As a result the grid nodes have displacements that are intermediate between
the free-surface node displacement and zero base nodes displacement depend-
ing on the direction vector length along the spine. Since the total number of
spines is the same as the number of free-surface nodes, i.e. nk, the full system
of discretised equations is determined and can be written in the form:
N (z) = 0, (2.88)
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2.2.1.3 Calculation of domain integrals
Consider the case when the problem domain Ω is divided into ne elements and








where Ωe is the local domain of element e and Γs is the local domain of free-
surface element s. Due to the local non-zero nature of the basis and weighting
functions it is possible to calculate the integrals (2.79) and (2.84) over the
whole problem domain Ω or integrals (2.80) and (2.85) over the whole free-
surface boundary Γ by assembling the corresponding integral contributions


























k,γN kin,(s)γ , (2.91)
where α ∈ [1, nα], β ∈ [1, nβ], γ ∈ [1, nγ ] are the local numbers for x/u-
node, p-node, and free-surface x/u-node, respectively; Nmom,dom,(e)α , N cont,(e)β ,
Nmom,f.s.,(e)α , N kin,(s)γ are the local integrals that include integration over the







Boolean matrices that relate the global node to a local one, see Chung (2002)
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for further detail. For example, the matrix ∆
(e)




 1, if the global node i corresponds to the local node α of element e0, otherwise
(2.92)




k,γ are similarly defined; n
α = (dim+ 1) (dim+ 2) /2,
nβ = dim + 1 and nγ = dim (dim+ 1) /2 are the total number of local x/u-
nodes, p-nodes, and free-surface x/u-nodes in an element, respectively.
In order to calculate the local integrals for triangular element for a two-
dimensional problem (tetrahedral element for a three-dimensional problem) it





values are zero along its edges (faces) and unity at its vertices with a linear
variation in between, see Chung (2002). These coordinates, Lβ, are called
’area’ coordinates for triangular element (’volume’ coordinates for tetrahedral
element), because the Lβ are equal to areal (volumetric) fractions obtained by
connecting the corner vertices of the element to any point within the element.
Figure 2.4 shows the location of the local nodes for: (a) a triangular element











































































Figure 2.4: Natural coordinates for (a) triangular elements and (b) tetrahedral
elements. Filled squares denote the positions of both u/x and p variables, while
filled circles denote the positions of u/x variables only.
Using the local natural coordinates Lβ it is possible to expand the unknown
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where uα, pβ and xα are the values of local u-nodes, p-nodes and x-nodes,
respectively; while φα and ψβ are the basis/weighting functions expressed in
terms of the local natural coordinates as:
φα =





4Lα1Lα2 , α ∈
[
nβ + 1, nα
]
,










8 (α− nβ)− 7
2
]
, α2 (α) = α− nβ − (α1 − 1) (α1 − 2)
2
,






expressing the fact that the sum of all fractions is equal to 1; makes the
transformation x (L1, L2...Lnβ) unique with the number of equations equal to
the number of independent variables, i.e. nβ;. Therefore, for example, in three
dimensions the Jacobian of the transformation x (L1, L2...Lnβ) is:
J =



























Using the expressions (2.93), (2.94) and parametric mapping x (L1, L2...Lnβ)
it is possible to present Nmom,dom,(e)α as an integral of a fraction of polynomials
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(−Reu⊗ u− pI + τ )∇φα
+Stgφα
]
|J | dL1dL2...dLdim, (2.97)

















iCβx(J) + jCβy(J) + kCβz(J)
]
. (2.98)
The ∂φα/∂Lβ derivatives are calculated according to (2.94) and ∂Lβ/∂x are





C11(J) C1x(J) C1y(J) C1z(J)
C21(J) C2x(J) C2y(J) C2z(J)
C31(J) C3x(J) C3y(J) C3z(J)
C41(J) C4x(J) C4y(J) C4z(J)
 , (2.99)
obtained using the well-known expression in terms of the transpose of the
matrix of cofactors, C(J), and the determinant, |J |.
In a similar way the local continuity integral, N cont,(e)β , can be obtained as an
integral over a unit orthogonal triangle in two dimensions (unit orthogonal
















The integrals (2.97) and (2.100) are calculated numerically using Gaussian
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quadrature, a method that is one of the most accurate and widely used meth-
ods for the calculation of integrals arising from finite element discretisations,
see Appendix A for further details.
2.2.1.4 Calculation of free-surface integrals
In order to calculate the local free-surface integrals,Nmom,f.s.,2D,(s)γ ,N
mom,f.s.,3D,(s)
γ
and N kin,(s)γ , consider an element, whose edge in two dimensions (face in three
dimensions) belongs to the free surface and assume without loss of generality,
that the natural coordinate that is equal to zero at this edge (face) is L1, i.e.
the free surface is determined as:
Γ ≡ (L1 = 0) . (2.101)
Then the location of any point on the free surface is determined by the rest of
the coordinates L2,L3...Lnβ . Using assumption (2.101) a vector normal to the








































iC1x(J) + jC1y(J) + kC1z(J)
]
|L1=0, (2.102)
where × denotes the vector product of two vectors. In other words, expression
(2.102) means that components of the normal vector N are the elements of
the matrix C(J). The unit normal vector is calculated as n =N/ |N |.
In two dimensions the line integral (2.82) is obtained using the expressions for

























and therefore simplifies to an integral of a fraction of polynomials over a unit
segment in two dimensions (triangle in three dimensions) similar to (2.97).
In three dimensions expression (2.98) is used to obtain ∇φγ|L1=0 and together
with the parametric form of the surface integral is gives the free-surface integral


















∇φγ − n (n · ∇φγ)
]
|L1=0 |N | dL2dL3, (2.104)
where |N | is determined according to expression (2.102). Finally, in a similar
way the local kinematic condition integral, N kin,(s)γ , is obtained in the form of
















(N · u) |L1=0φγdL2dL3...dLdim. (2.105)
The integrals (2.103), (2.104) and (2.105) are evaluated numerically using
Gaussian quadrature, see Appendix A.
2.2.2 Multifrontal solver
Accurate and fast solutions to large three-dimensional free-surface problems
can only be obtained via a parallel computing strategy. Thus the system of lin-
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ear algebraic equations (2.106) is solved using a parallel multifrontal method,
that is a variant of Gaussian elimination initially developed for indefinite sparse
symmetric linear systems by Duff & Reid (1983) and then extended to unsym-
metric matrices, Duff & Reid (1984). A widely used and efficient parallel im-
plementation of the method from the MUltifrontal Massively Parallel sparse
direct Solver (MUMPS) is employed, which is written in Fortran 90 with a
C interface and invokes the well-known memory distributed parallel message
passing interface (MPI) protocol, Snir, Otto, Huss-Lederman, Walker & Don-
garra (1996), together with the BLAS, Dongarra, Du Cruz, Hammerling &
Duff (1990), BLACS, and ScaLAPACK, Blackford et al. (1997) libraries. Only
a brief description of the multifrontal method and the MUMPS library is given;
for a more detailed overview of the multifrontal method see Liu (1992), while
for the MUMPS library see Amestoy, Duff & L’Excellent (2000), Amestoy,
Duff, L’Excellent & Koster (2001) and Amestoy, Guermouche, L’Excellent &
Pralet (2006).
The Newton-Raphson method, see Appendix B, is used to linearise the global
system of discrete N-S equations, (2.88):
∂N
∂z
∆z = −N , (2.106)
that is subsequently solved by the multifrontal method in three steps:
(i) an analysis step (or symbolic factorisation step), that only considers the
pattern of the global Jacobian matrix, ∂N
∂z
, and builds the necessary data
structures for numerical computations;
(ii) a numerical factorisation step, that performes assembly of the global Ja-
cobian matrix, see Appendix B, together with building the sparse factors
(e.g., the elements of the lower triangular matrix L¯ and upper triangular




(iii) a solution step, consisting of forward elimination (solves L¯y = −N for
a temporary vector y) and backward substitution (solves U¯∆z = y for
∆z).
The first step in the multifrontal method is the analysis step intended to com-
pute an efficient elimination tree that is used later in the factorisation stage.
The elimination tree can be referred to as the smallest data structure repre-
senting dependencies between the operations required for factorisation, see Liu
(1990). The multifrontal method employes a generalised version of the elimi-
nation tree - assembly tree, as introduced by Duff & Reid (1983) to determine
the assembly order in the multifrontal method. Here the analysis stage is per-
formed using an efficient routine METIS NODEND from the METIS package,
that is based on multilevel nested dissection and multiple minimum degree al-
gorithms, see Karypis & Kumar (1998). In addition, in a parallel context, the
analysis step maps the obtained assembly tree onto the target multiprocessor
computer.
The second factorisation step of the multifrontal method is undertaken by
performing a succession of partial factorisations of small dense matrices called
’frontal matrices’, that are associated with each node of the assembly tree
created during the analysis step. Each frontal matrix is divided into two
parts: the factor block, also called fully summed block, which corresponds to
the variables which are factorised when the elimination algorithm processes the
frontal matrix; the contribution block which corresponds to the variables which
are updated when processing the frontal matrix. Once the partial factorisation
is complete, the contribution block is passed to the ’parent’ node. When
contributions from all ’children’ are available on the ’parent’ node, they are
assembled (i.e. summed with the values contained in the frontal matrix of the
parent), see Duff & Reid (1983, 1984).
For three-dimensional free-surface N-S problems, the multifrontal method re-
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quires a large amount of memory, that can be much larger than the physical
(in-core) memory available on the system. Thus an out-of-core approach must
be used, see Agullo, Guermouche & L’Excellent (2008). This approach assumes
that only the frontal matrices are held in main memory while the factors, which
are accessed only during the final solution step, can be held in direct-access
files stored on the hard drive. This approach allows much larger problems to
be considered and reduces significantly memory usage (by a factor 5–10 on
1–4 processors, and a factor around 2 on 16–128 processors). In addition in a
parallel context, increasing the number of processors, and therefore available
physical memory, can help keep large frontal matrices in-core.
2.2.3 Lubrication equations
2.2.3.1 Spatial discretisation
Equations (2.34) - (2.40) are solved, subject to boundary conditions (2.41)
and (2.42), on a rectangular computational domain, (x, y) ∈ [0, lp] × [0, wp],
subdivided using a regular mesh arrangement of nodes with increments of
∆x and ∆y in x- and y-directions, respectively. The unknown variables, film
thickness, h, and pressure, p are located at grid nodes (i, j). Following Kondic
& Diez (2001), Zhornitskaya & Bertozzi (2000), Gaskell et al. (2004b) and Lee
et al. (2007) the corresponding coupled second-order accurate discretisation
























fi+1,j + fi−1,j − 2fi,j
∆x2
+
fi,j+1 + fi,j−1 − 2fi,j
∆y2
)
− 2ε cot θfi,j = 0,
(2.108)
where the terms h3i±1/2,j and h
3
i,j±1/2, sometimes referred to as prefactors, are


















Dirichlet boundary conditions are assigned as exact values at the boundary
points, whereas Neumann boundary conditions are implemented by employing
ghost nodes at the edge of the computational domain.
To simplify the description of the calculation procedure presented below, it
is convenient to separate the leading temporal h term and p term from the
discretised continuity and pressure operators and to express them as functions




|i,j +Mhi,j (h, p) = 0, (2.110)
pi,j +Mpi,j (h) = 0. (2.111)
The locations of the independent variables (h, p), when determining the func-





Figure 2.5: Stencils for defining the LUB functions: Mhi,j andMpi,j . The positions
of the independent variables h and p are denoted by filled circles.
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2.2.3.2 Temporal discretisation
The automatic adaptive time-stepping procedure adopted employs an estimate
of the local truncation error (LTE) obtained from the difference between an
explicit predictor stage and the current solution stage to optimise the size of
time steps and minimise computational waste.
Fully explicit, second-order accurate in time discretisations of equations (2.110)
- (2.111) can be used to predict (pr) values for h and p as follows:
hpr|n+1i,j = γ2hn−1i,j +
(






where n and n+1 denote values at the end of the nth and (n+1)st time steps,
t = tn and t = tn+1, respectively, and γ = ∆tn+1/∆tn = (tn+1 − tn) / (tn − tn−1).
Adaptive time-stepping is performed by keeping the LTE for hpr within a
specified tolerance that provides a means of increasing the time step in a
controlled manner. The LTE for hpr at the predictor stage can be expressed







with the third-order time derivative term evaluated at time tp ∈ (tn, tn+1).
In the present work, an implicit and unconditionally stable Crank-Nicolson
scheme, see Gaskell, Jimack, Sellier & Thompson (2004a), is used to advance


















The LTE for h at the solution (sol) stage is similarly given by a Taylor series






|i,j,t=ts , ts ∈ (tn, tn+1). (2.117)
As described in Chapra & Canale (2002), the assumption that the third-order
derivative term varies by only a small amount over the time step enables the
LTE to be estimated as:
(LTE)i,j =
hn+1i,j − hpr|n+1i,j
1 + 2[(1 + γ)/γ]
, (2.118)
which, following Dormand (1996), is used to obtain an estimate of the overall
truncation error by finding its Euclidean norm that, in turn, is used to specify







if ||LTE|| 6 TOL, where || || denotes the Euclidean norm. The iteration is
restarted with half the current time step if ||LTE|| > TOL, where TOL is a
user prescribed tolerance.
To simplify the explanation and the steps taken in the multigrid process, see
Subsection 2.2.5, based on the system of discrete equations (2.115) to (2.116)
it is convenient to introduce the following global time-dependent nonlinear
operator, right-hand side function (defined by the solution on the previous




 , R =
 Rhi,j
0







Equations (2.53) to (2.55), incorporating expressions (2.60) to (2.62), are
solved, subject to boundary conditions (2.56) and (2.57), on a rectangular
computational domain, (x, y) ∈ [0, lp]× [0, wp], subdivided using a regular spa-
tially staggered mesh arrangement of cells having sides of length ∆x and width
∆y. The unknown variables, film thickness, h, and the velocity components,
u¯, v¯, are located at cell centres, (i, j), and cell faces, (i+ 1/2, j), (i, j + 1/2),
respectively. The use of a staggered mesh arrangement avoids the well-known
checkerboard instability, Trottenberg, Oosterlee & Schu¨ller (2001), that results
if central differencing is applied to first-order pressure term derivatives and to
the terms in the continuity equation when pressure and velocity components
are collocated.
Solving the momentum equations (2.53) and (2.54) at cell faces, with the con-
vection and time derivative terms grouped together to simplify their numerical
treatment following the inclusion of the friction and dispersion terms, and the
continuity equation (2.55) at cell centres, omitting for the sake of convenience




















fi+1,j+1 − 2fi+1,j + fi+1,j−1 − fi,j+1 + 2fi,j − fi,j−1
∆x∆y2
+
fi+2,j − 3fi+1,j + 3fi,j − fi−1,j
∆x3
)



























fi+1,j+1 − 2fi,j+1 + fi−1,j+1 − fi+1,j + 2fi,j − fi−1,j
∆x2∆y
+
fi,j+2 − 3fi,j+1 + 3fi,j − fi,j−1
∆y3
)





















is the advective operator with the following terms
interpolated from neighbouring nodes: hi±1/2,j = (hi±1,j + hi,j) /2, hi,j±1/2 =
(hi,j±1 + hi,j) /2.
In the above discrete DAF analogue, as is the case for convection-diffusion
problems, proper numerical treatment of the convection terms is very impor-
tant, see Morton (1996) and Gaskell & Lau (1988). The mesh Pe´clet number,
Pe, stability condition, see Trottenberg et al. (2001), defined as the ratio of




6 2⇒ Re 6 Recr = 15min (∆x,∆y)
2ε
. (2.124)
For typical mesh spacings of ∆x = ∆y = 0.05 and with ε = 0.1 the value of
the critical Reynolds number, Recr, is small and equal to 3.75, illustrating the
restrictiveness of this constraint apropos the accurate solution of the thin film
flows of interest.
To alleviate this restriction the advective operator F [ω] is discretised using a
second-order accurate total variation diminishing (TVD) scheme, see Chung
(2002), that at a general point (i, j) takes the form:



































































where ψ (η) = (η2 + η) / (η2 + 1) is the well-known van Albada flux limiter, see
Trottenberg et al. (2001). The formulation is easily shifted to the appropriate
staggered grid location to obtain F [u] |i+1/2,j or F [v] |i,j+1/2 and the following
terms are interpolated from neighbouring nodes:
ui,j+1/2 =
(





vi,j−1/2 + vi,j+1/2 + vi+1,j−1/2 + vi+1,j+1/2
)
/4. (2.127)
As with the LUB model described above, Dirichlet boundary conditions are
assigned as exact values at the boundary points, whereas Neumann bound-
ary conditions are implemented by employing ghost nodes at the edge of the
computational domain.
To simplify the description of the calculation procedure presented below, it
is convenient to separate the leading temporal u, v and h terms from the dis-
cretised u-momentum, v-momentum and continuity operators and to express
them as functions Mui+1/2,j , Mvi,j+1/2 and Mhi,j , respectively. This enables








|i,j+1/2 +Mvi,j+1/2 (u, v, h) = 0, (2.129)
∂h
∂t
|i,j +Mhi,j (u, v, h) = 0. (2.130)
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The discrete form of the ∂h
∂t
term, which appears inMu andMv, of equations
(2.121) and (2.122), is obtained at the appropriate staggered mesh location via
equation (2.130). The locations of the independent variables (u, v, h), when

























Figure 2.6: Stencils for defining the DAF functions: (a) Mui+1/2,j ; (b) Mvi,j+1/2;
(c)Mhi,j . The positions of the independent variables u, v and h are denoted by open
circles, filled circles and crosses, respectively.
Clearly, when Re = 0 the solution procedure simplifies considerably since
the terms containing time derivatives on the left hand side of the momentum
equations (2.128) and (2.129) disappear.
2.2.4.2 Temporal discretisation
The automatic adaptive time-stepping procedure adopted employs an estimate
of the local truncation error (LTE) obtained from the difference between an
explicit predictor stage and the current solution stage to optimise the size of
time steps and minimise computational waste.
Fully explicit, second-order accurate in time discretisations of equations (2.128)
- (2.130) can be used to predict (pr) values for u, v and h, as follows:
upr|n+1i+1/2,j = γ2un−1i+1/2,j +
(
1− γ2)uni+1/2,j − ∆tn+1εRe (1 + γ)Mui+1/2,j (un, vn, hn) ,
(2.131)
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vpr|n+1i,j+1/2 = γ2vn−1i,j+1/2 +
(
1− γ2) vni,j+1/2 − ∆tn+1εRe (1 + γ)Mvi,j+1/2 (un, vn, hn) ,
(2.132)
hpr|n+1i,j = γ2hn−1i,j +
(
1− γ2)hni,j −∆tn+1 (1 + γ)Mhi,j (un, vn, hn) , (2.133)
where n and n+1 denote values at the end of the nth and (n+1)st time steps,
t = tn and t = tn+1 respectively, and γ = ∆tn+1/∆tn = (tn+1 − tn) / (tn − tn−1).
Adaptive time-stepping is performed by keeping the LTE for upr within a
specified tolerance that in practice automatically restricts the LTE for vpr and
hpr and provides a means of increasing the time step in a controlled manner.
The LTE for upr at the predictor stage can be expressed via a Taylor series







with the third-order time derivative term evaluated at time tp ∈ (tn, tn+1).
In the present work, an implicit β-method, see Chung (2002), is used to ad-




























= hni,j + (β − 1)∆tn+1Mhi,j (un, vn, hn) . (2.137)
Note that for β = 1/2 the method reduces to the second-order accurate in
time, but conditionally stable Crank-Nicolson scheme, whereas β = 1 leads to
the fully implicit first-order accurate in time unconditionally stable Laasonen
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method.
The LTE for u at the solution (sol) stage is similarly given by a Taylor series






|i+1/2,j,t=ts , ts ∈ (tn, tn+1). (2.138)
As described in Chapra & Canale (2002), the assumption that the third-order
derivative term varies by only a small amount over the time step enables the
LTE to be estimated as:
(LTE)i+1/2,j =
un+1i+1/2,j − upr|n+1i+1/2,j
1 + 2[(1 + γ)/γ]
, (2.139)
which, following Dormand (1996), is used to obtain an estimate of the overall
truncation error by finding its Euclidean norm that, in turn, is used to specify







if ||LTE|| 6 TOL. The iteration is restarted with half the current time step if
||LTE|| > TOL, where TOL is a user prescribed tolerance.
To simplify the explanation and the steps taken in the multigrid process, see
Subsection 2.2.5, based on the system of discrete equations (2.135) to (2.137)
it is convenient to introduce the following global time-dependent nonlinear
operator, right-hand side function (defined by the solution on the previous

























= R (zn) , (2.142)
is solved using a multigrid formulation that enables a system with N unknowns
to be solved in only O (N) operations; the methodology has been successfully
applied for the solution of the lubrication equations by Gaskell et al. (2004a,b),
Lee et al. (2007) and Gaskell et al. (2010). The basis of the approach, as de-
scribed in several comprehensive texts – see for example Briggs, Henson & Mc-
Cormick (2000) and Trottenberg et al. (2001), exploits the convergence rates
of iterative solvers, such as Gauss-Seidel or Jacobi smoothers, to effectively
reduce local (high-frequency) errors present in the solution on a particular
computational grid, while global (low-frequency) errors are reduced by em-
ploying a hierarchy of successively finer grids, G0, . . . , Gk, . . . , GK , where G0
denotes the coarsest and GK the finest grid level.
For a specified number of cells on the coarsest grid G0 with n0x and n
0
y in
the x and y directions respectively, the number of cells on an arbitrary grid
Gk say, is nkx = n
0
x2
k, nky = n
0
y2




02−k, ∆yk = wp/n
k
y = ∆y





y are the grid spacings on G
0.
In the present work a combined full approximation storage (FAS) and full
multigrid (FMG) technique is employed to solve (2.142). It is based on the fact
that an initial guess (Gs) for the multigrid solver on each grid Gk ∈ [G1, GK] is
provided by FMG interpolation of the solution (Sl) from the coarser grid Gk−1
(see Figure 2.7) using bilinear interpolation operators Ik−1→k (see Appendix



















































Figure 2.7: The Full Multigrid structure based, for illustration purposes, on four
grid levels. u00 is the initial solution on the coarsest grid provided by the predictor
stage, u0k is the solution on the G
k ∈ [G1, G3] grid provided by FMG interpolation;
while u1k and u
2
k is the solution on the G
k ∈ [G1, G3] grid after the first and second
FAS V-cycle, respectively.
The multigrid solution process consists of performing a fixed number of FAS
V-cycles on intermediate grid levels Gk ∈ [G1, GK−1], see Briggs et al. (2000)
and Trottenberg et al. (2001), (usually 1 to 3 V-cycles) and up to 10 V-cycles
on the finest grid level GK (that is, sufficient V-cycles are executed until the
residuals have been reduced to a specified tolerance). The structure of a single
FAS multigrid V-cycle on an arbitrary grid level Gk may be described in the
same pseudo-code formalism as in Trottenberg et al. (2001):
zSlk = FASCYC
(
k, zGsk ,Rk, νpre, νpost
)
, (2.144)
where νpre and νpost are number of pre- and post-relaxations of the multigrid
cycle (usually νpre = νpost = 2).
1. Pre-smoothing stage









2. Coarse-grid correction stage
• Compute the defects:





• Restrict the defects to the next coarser grid level using full-weighting
restriction operators Rk→k−1 (see Appendix C):
dk−1 = Rk→k−1 (dk) , (2.147)







• Compute the right-hand side on the next coarser grid level:





If k = 0, a coarsest grid solver is employed (equations (2.142) can be
solved directly or, as is the case here, using relaxation, see Appendix D).




k − 1, zGsk−1,Rk−1, νpre, νpost
)
, (2.150)
• Compute the corrections:
ck−1 = z
Sl
k−1 − zGsk−1, (2.151)
• Interpolate the corrections on the fine grid level using bilinear interpo-
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lation operators Ik−1→k (see Appendix C):
ck = Ik−1→k (ck−1) , (2.152)
• Compute the second corrected approximation (Cr):
zCrk = z
Rl
k + ck, (2.153)
3. Post-smoothing stage









Inertial thin film flow
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In this chapter the influence of inertia on free-surface thin film flows over
topography is explored by solving the depth-averaged equation set (DAF) de-
rived in the previous chapter; a comprehensive set of numerical predictions is
provided showing how inertia effects impact on the flow. For two-dimensional
flow, comparisons are made with experimental results from the literature and
corresponding solutions obtained with the lubrication (LUB) model and from
solving the full Navier-Stokes (N-S) equations; error estimates, taking the lat-
ter as the benchmark, are provided. For three-dimensional flow, only DAF
solutions are presented; a more detailed study and comparisons with corre-
sponding finite element solutions of the full N-S problem for the case of flow
over a localised trench topography is considered subsequently, see Chapter 4.
3.1 Calculation procedure
The DAF solutions are generated using the implicit time-stepping scheme de-
scribed in Subsection 2.2.4, with β = 3/4, starting with the initial condition of
a flat free-surface (h = 1− s) and velocity profile u = 2
3
h2, v = 0 (commensu-
rate with Re = 0). A computational domain with lp = wp = 100 was chosen,
large enough to ensure fully developed flow both upstream and downstream
of the topography and of sufficient extent to negate edge effects; the results
shown in subsequent figures do not cover the full extent of the solution do-
main, just the region of interest where there is a free-surface disturbance. The
coarsest multigrid level G0 had n0x = n
0
y = 64 (n
0
x = 64 for two-dimensional
flow) and a finest grid level G4 with n4x = n
4
y = 1024 (G
5 with n5x = 2048 for
two-dimensional flow) uniformly spaced cells. At each time step a sufficient
number of multigrid V-cycles are performed to reduce residuals on the finest
mesh level to below 10−6. A typical value of the time adaptive tolerance used
in the computations is TOL ≈ 10−3. The choice of steepness parameter, δ,
is also important in ensuring the mesh independence of solutions; for all the
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topography types considered (one-dimensional trench, step-up, step-down and
two-dimensional trench), the results obtained were found to be independent
of δ provided δ 6 δcr = 10
−3. Figure 3.1 shows that for step-up/down to-
pographies defined via arctangent functions, equation (2.64), this is indeed
the case.


































Figure 3.1: DAF predicted free-surface profiles for thin film flow, Re = 30, |s0| =
1.0, θ = 90◦, over topography defined via arctangent functions showing the influence
of the steepness factor, δ: (a) step-down; (b) step-up. The topography profiles, s,
are as indicated.
In order to facilitate direct comparison with the experiment of Decre´ & Baret
(2003), the focus of the ensuing investigation is that of gravity-driven flow of
thin water films with fixed fluid properties ρ = 1000kg ·m−3, µ = 0.001Pa · s
and σ = 0.07N · m−1. As such, θ is taken to be 30◦ unless stated otherwise,
with spanwise topography located with its centre at xt = 50 and localised
topography shifted upstream slightly and centred on (xt, yt) = (30.77, 50).
Consequently, for specified values of θ and Re the other parameters appearing
in the calculation can easily be derived in terms of them and the fixed fluid


















Two detailed sets of results are presented; Table 3.1 summarises the range
of flow parameters investigated and how, for fixed fluid properties, the non-
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dimensional groupings involved change in concert. Accordingly, other than for
simple step-up and step-down spanwise features, it is convenient to utilise a
coordinate system scaled by the fixed streamwise dimension of the topography,
namely (xo, yo) = (x∗, y∗) /lt; in all cases the planar incline containing the
topography and the free-surface location are scaled with respect to the fixed
height/depth of the topography, namely s∗ = s/s0 and f
∗ = (f − 1) /s0,
respectively.
Table 3.1: Range of flow parameters investigated showing how, for fixed fluid
properties, they and the non-dimensional groupings change in concert.
θ,◦ Re H0, µm L0,mm U0,mm · s−1 Ca, 10−3 N I
30 0.15 39.4 0.572 3.8 0.05 0.07 0.01
30 2.45 100.0 0.781 24.5 0.35 0.12 0.17
30 2.84 105.0 0.794 27.0 0.39 0.13 0.21
30 5 126.8 0.845 39.4 0.56 0.14 0.41
30 15 182.9 0.955 82.0 1.17 0.18 1.58
30 30 230.5 1.032 130.2 1.86 0.21 3.69
30 50 273.3 1.092 183.0 2.61 0.24 6.88
10 5 180.5 1.353 27.7 0.40 0.42 0.37
10 50 388.8 1.747 128.6 1.84 0.69 6.13
5 5 227.0 1.838 22.0 0.31 0.78 0.34
5 50 489.2 2.373 102.2 1.46 1.30 5.67
1 5 388.0 3.754 12.9 0.18 3.25 0.28
1 50 836.0 4.848 59.8 0.85 5.44 4.74
Before investigating the flows in detail it is useful to comment on the efficiency
of the multigrid method for solving the DAF equations, in particular since their
being hyperbolic in nature; this is in contrast to the LUB equation set, which is
elliptic in nature, the solutions of which returns a multigid efficiency of O(N),
where N is the number of unknowns, see Gaskell et al. (2004a). Figure 3.2
shows how the CPU time for a typical time step depends on the grid density
- the problem used as a benchmark is that of three-dimensional flow over a
square, trench topography as considered later in Section 3.3, for the same flow
parameters. The slope of the quasi-linear plots in Figure 3.2, for both values
of Re which differ by an order of magnitude, show that a solution efficiency of
O(N) with only a slight deviation from linearity is achieved by the multigrid
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strategy adopted.




















Figure 3.2: CPU time dependence for the DAF equation set solved by multigrid-
ding, for a typical time step, against mesh density, taking three-dimensional flow
over a localised square trench topography as a benchmark, as per Figures 3.10(a)
and 3.10(d), for the indicated Re values. Mesh density: (1) 64 × 64; (2) 128 × 128;
(3) 256 × 256; (4) 512 × 512; and (5) 1024 × 1024.
3.2 Two-dimensional flow over spanwise to-
pography
The accuracy of the DAF for predicting two-dimensional flow over spanwise
topography is quantified by comparison with the experimental data by Decre´
& Baret (2003) and against accurate full N-S solutions. Figure 3.3 reveals the
effect of Re on the streamwise free-surface profile for the flow of a thin water
film over a trench topography of width Lt =1.2 mm and depth S0 = 20µm.
Figures 3.3(a) and (b) show the evolution of the solution towards steady-
state for (a) Re = 5 and (b) Re = 15. Such solutions are obtained in a
matter of minutes of CPU time, with higher Reynolds number flows taking
marginally longer to reach steady-state due to the increased inherent non-
linearity of the DAF. Figure 3.3(c) demonstrates the influence of inertia on
the free-surface profile, showing predictions for the cases Re = 5, 15 and 30,
corresponding to H0 = 126.8, 182.9 and 230.5 µm, respectively. They reveal
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that increasing Re leads to amplification and widening of both the capillary
ridge and the free-surface depression over the trench. Note also the larger
free-surface disturbance upstream of the capillary ridge with increasing Re.















(a)   Re = 5
Topography















(b)   Re = 15
Topography















Figure 3.3: DAF predicted free-surface profiles for thin film flow over a spanwise
trench (width Lt = 1.2 mm, depth S0 = 20µm): progression from an initial flat
surface to predicted steady-state (t = 20) for (a) Re = 5, (b) Re = 15; (c) steady-
state solutions for Re = 5, 15, 30. For illustration purposes only the relevant part of
the computational domain, lp = 100, is shown. The associated trench topography
profile, s∗, is as indicated.
Figure 3.4 compares steady-state free-surface profiles obtained using the DAF
and corresponding N-S solutions for the experimental cases considered by
Decre´ & Baret (2003). Figures 3.4(a) and 3.4(b) are for flow of a thin wa-
ter film, with Re = 2.45, over spanwise step-up and step-down topographies,
respectively, of depth/height |s0| = 0.2, while Figure 3.4(c) is for flow with
Re = 2.84 over a spanwise trench of depth s0 = 0.19 and width lt=1.51. In
all three cases, the DAF and N-S predictions are indistinguishable from each
other, while the agreement with their experimentally measured counterparts
79






















































Figure 3.4: Comparison between predicted (DAF and N-S) and experimentally
obtained, Decre´ & Baret (2003), free-surface profiles for thin film flow over a span-
wise: (a) step-up (height |s0| = 0.2 and Re = 2.45); (b) step-down (depth |s0| = 0.2
and Re = 2.45); (c) trench (depth s0 = 0.19, width lt = 1.51 and Re = 2.84)
topography. The associated trench topography profile, s∗, is as indicated.
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is excellent as exemplified in the blown-up insert of Figure 3.4(c) showing the
free-surface shape across and upstream of the capillary ridge. Indeed the r.m.s.
error between the predicted DAF and experimentally obtained free-surface pro-
files is approximately 1.5% for all three spanwise topographies, which lies well
within the reported experimental accuracy of 2%, see Decre´ & Baret (2003).
A wider range of parameter space is now considered while retaining the same
fluid properties as used by Decre´ & Baret (2003), i.e. those of water, for
changing Re - see Table 3.1. Figures 3.5 and 3.6 show the effect of increas-
ing inertia and/or topography amplitude on the free-surface profiles for flow
over step-up and step-down topography, respectively, for cases Re = 15 and
Re = 30 and |s0| = 0.2 and |s0| = 1.0. The corresponding predictions from the
LUB model, are also shown for comparison purposes. These figures show that
increasing inertia results in a widening and amplification of the free-surface
disturbance, leading to larger free-surface depressions and capillary ridges up-
stream of the step-up and step-down topography, respectively. It is evident
that: (i) the DAF and N-S predictions are in close agreement; (ii) the LUB
model, although capturing the essential features, significantly under predicts
the associated capillary ridges and depressions; (iii) the discrepancy between
both LUB/N-S and DAF/N-S predictions is exacerbated by increasing either
Re or |s0|. These findings are consistent with the long-wave approximation
(2.27) because, from Table 3.1, ε = 0.192 and 0.223 for Re = 15 and 30,
respectively.
These findings are quantified in greater detail in Figures 3.7(a)-(d), which
show contour plots of the discrepancy between the LUB, Lee et al. (2007),
and DAF predictions and corresponding full N-S solutions. Following Gaskell
et al. (2004b), the error is quantified as the maximum percentage discrepancy
between the LUB or DAF predictions, measured normal to the N-S profile.
This measure is preferred to a r.m.s. error since the latter would be unduly
biased by the extensive asymptotic flow regions where all free-surface profiles
81

















Re = 15 |s0| = 0.2

















Re = 30 |s0| = 0.2

















Re = 15 |s0| = 1.0

















Re = 30 |s0| = 1.0
Figure 3.5: Comparison between predicted (DAF and N-S) free-surface profiles for
thin film flow over a step-up topography when Re = 15 (left) and 30 (right) for two
step heights, |s0| = 0.2 (top) and 1.0 (bottom). The corresponding prediction given
by LUB model is shown in each case. The topography profile, s∗, is as indicated.
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Re = 15 |s0| = 0.2
Topography

















Re = 30 |s0| = 0.2
Topography

















Re = 15 |s0| = 1.0
Topography

















Re = 30 |s0| = 1.0
Topography
Figure 3.6: Comparison between predicted (DAF and N-S) free-surface profiles for
thin film flow over a step-down topography when Re = 15 (left) and 30 (right) for two
step heights, |s0| = 0.2 (top) and 1.0 (bottom). The corresponding prediction given











































































































































































































































































Figure 3.7: Flow over spanwise step-up (left) and step-down (right) topography
with Re ∈ [0.15, 30] and |s0| ∈ [0.1, 1]. Contours illustrating the maximum percent-
age discrepancy in the free-surface profiles obtained with the LUB model (top) and
the DAF (middle), taking corresponding solutions of the full N-S problem as the
benchmark. Relative difference in the magnitude of the error expressed as the ratio
of solutions obtained via the LUB model to those found using the DAF (bottom) -
for example, a value of 2 indicates the error from the LUB model to be twice that
expected with the DAF.
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are indistinguishable. Note that the maximum error occurs close to the peak
of the topography, over the steeply sloping section of the free-surface, whereas
the predicted errors in the vicinity of the free-surface depression (step-up) and
capillary ridge (step-down) are typically much less, see Gaskell et al. (2004b).
For both sets of contours, the discrepancies associated with the step-down
flow become larger once the values of Re and |s0| become significant. The
errors in the LUB predictions are consistently greater than those obtained
with the DAF, being typically 3 times and 1.5 times larger for the step-up and
step-down cases, respectively. For example, for the extreme step-up case with
Re = 30 and |s0| = 1.0, the DAF error is only 5.5% compared to the LUB
model’s 16%, while for a step-down these errors are 12% and 22%, respectively.
Although different in magnitude, the upper two discrepancy contours (top and
middle) have roughly the same shape suggesting that the source of error for
both step-up and step-down configurations is predominately one of the neglect
of inertia, consistent with the basis of the LUB model. The lower discrepancy
contours paint a different picture; the step-up ones being much steeper but
lower in magnitude than the step-down ones (which are consistent in shape
and form, though not magnitude, with their LUB counterpart) suggesting
that for the former the relative step height is the more dominant cause of
discrepancy.
The source of the greater discrepancy associated with the step-down topogra-
phy can be traced to the underlying flow structure as Re and |s0| are increased.
Under Stokes flow, Re = 0, conditions the eddy structure associated with an
equivalent step-up and step-down would be mirror images of each other. Fig-
ures 3.8 and 3.9 show that increasing Re reduces (enlarges) the lateral and
vertical extent of the corner eddy which is present in the case of a step-up
(step-down); as can be seen, the effect becomes more pronounced the larger
the value of |s0|. Accordingly, it is arguably the neglect of vertical velocity
terms of O(ε2) and the use of the classical Nusselt solution in determining the
85
(a)    Re = 0.15  |s0| = 0.2 (b)    Re = 0.15  |s0| = 0.2
(c)    Re = 15  |s0| = 0.2 (d)    Re = 15  |s0| = 0.2
(e)    Re = 30  |s0| = 0.2 (f)    Re = 30  |s0| = 0.2
Figure 3.8: Streamlines showing the effect of inertia on two-dimensional flow over a
step-up (left) and a step-down (right) topography, |s0| = 0.2, for: (a),(b) Re = 0.15;
(c),(d) Re = 15; (e),(f) Re = 30.
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(a)    Re = 0.15  |s0| = 1.0 (b)    Re = 0.15  |s0| = 1.0
(c)    Re = 15  |s0| = 1.0 (d)    Re = 15  |s0| = 1.0
(e)    Re = 30  |s0| = 1.0 (f)    Re = 30  |s0| = 1.0
Figure 3.9: Streamlines showing the effect of inertia on two-dimensional flow over a
step-up (left) and a step-down (right) topography, |s0| = 1.0, for: (a),(b) Re = 0.15;
(c),(d) Re = 15; (e),(f) Re = 30.
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friction and dispersion terms in regions of the flow where a large eddy exists (as
a consequence of the nature of the topography present, Scholle et al. (2008))
that leads to a greater discrepancy. That said, except at the extreme values of
Re and |s0| over the range considered, the free-surface profiles obtained with
the DAF and provided by the N-S solutions are comparable and encouragingly
good.
Taking the solution of the full N-S problem as the benchmark, the relative
difference in the magnitude of the error associated with the corresponding so-
lutions obtained with the DAF and LUB equations is shown more concisely in
Figures 3.7(e) and 3.7(f) as contours of the ratio of the latter to the former.
For the step-up topography, Figure 3.7(e) shows that for fixed |s0|, the rela-
tive error increases substantially as Re increases but that increasing |s0| for a
fixed value of Re the effect is less dramatic. For the step-down topography,
Figure 3.7(f) reveals that the dependence on |s0| and Re is more subtle and,
for example, increasing |s0| for a fixed Re can reduce the ratio of the errors
significantly.
3.3 Three-dimensional flow over localised to-
pography
The DAF is now used to predict the effect of inertia on three-dimensional
thin film flow over localised (two-dimensional) topography based on the square
trench used in the experiments of Decre´ & Baret (2003) with Lt = Wt = 1.2mm
and |S0| = 25µm. For a topography of this depth and the Re range considered,
see Table 3.1, according to Figure 3.7 it is not unreasonable to expect the
maximum discrepancy in the predicted free-surface profiles to be of the order
of 1% only (since |s0| = 0.197 and 0.092 for Re = 5 and 50, respectively).
Figure 3.10 shows the effect of Re on the three-dimensional free-surface dis-
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turbance caused by this square trench. Each case exhibits a characteristic
’horseshoe’-shaped ’bow-wave’, a free-surface depression over the trench, a
downstream peak or ’surge’ caused by the fact that, for three-dimensional
flow, liquid exits the trench across a narrower length than across which it
enters, Gaskell et al. (2004b), and a ’comet-tail’; these feature are revisited
subsequently in Chapter 4. Note that no such ’surge’ mechanism exists for
two-dimensional flow over a completely spanwise trench, which explains the
lack of a downstream surge in the profiles given in Figures 3.3(c) and 3.4(c).
Increasing inertia causes a gradual rise in and widening of the free-surface dis-
turbance and reduction in the extent of the ’comet-tail’. These effects are seen
more clearly in Figure 3.11 which gives the corresponding streamwise and span-
wise free-surface profiles through the centre of the topography. Figure 3.11(a)
shows that increasing Re from 5 to 50 more than doubles the magnitude of
the capillary ridge (f ∗ = 0.015 compared with f ∗ = 0.037) and roughly trebles
the size of the downstream surge (f ∗ = 0.023 compared to f ∗ = 0.067).
The effect of inertia on the downstream surge can be explored in more detail as
follows. For small Re, fluid enters the trench across its upstream side and both
spanwise sides due to lateral pressure gradients resulting from the spanwise
curvature of the free surface. Since the flow is steady, fluid entering the trench
must leave it on the downstream side. As the Re is increased the downstream
surge becomes more focused; by the time Re = 50 it creates a free-surface
disturbance larger than that of the downstream capillary ridge, Figure 3.11(a);
in addition it is positioned further upstream. A plausible explanation for what
is observed is that increasing inertia gradually overcomes the lateral pressure
gradients causing the flow to become essentially streamwise; in which case fluid
enters and exits the trench topography principally across its upstream and
downstream sides respectively, and only fractionally if at all via its spanwise
sides.

































































(d) Re = 50
Figure 3.10: Three-dimensional free-surface plots for flow over a localised (two-
dimensional) square trench topography (Lt = Wt = 1.2mm, S0 = 25µm): (a)
Re = 5; (b) Re = 15; (c) Re = 30; (d) Re = 50. The arrow shows the direction of
flow.


































Figure 3.11: Flow over a localised (two-dimensional) square trench topography
(Lt =Wt = 1.2mm, S0 = 25µm. Streamwise (left) and spanwise (right) free-surface
profiles through the centre (xo = 0, yo = 0) of the topography for Re = 5, 15, 30



















































































































(f) Re = 50
A = 15
Figure 3.12: Three-dimensional free-surface plots for flow over a localised trench
topography (Lt = 1.2mm, S0 = 25µm) showing the effect of aspect ratio, A =
Wt/Lt, on the resulting free-surface disturbance. From top to bottom, A = 5, 10
and 15; Re = 5 (left) and Re = 50 (right). The arrow shows the direction of flow
and the case when A = 1 can be viewed in Figures 3.10(a) and 3.10(d).
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Figure 3.13: Streamwise (top) and spanwise (bottom) free-surface profiles through
the centre of the topography (xo = 0, yo = 0) for flow over a localised trench
topography (Lt = 1.2mm, S0 = 25µm) showing the effect of aspect ratio, A =Wt/Lt
for Re = 5 (left) and Re = 50 (right). The associated streamwise topography profile,
s∗, is as indicated.
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spanwise flow as the trench width in the spanwise direction,Wt, is increased for
fixed Lt=1.2mm. The free-surface profiles given in Figure 3.12, viewed from
the downstream side, show that increasing trench aspect ratio A = Wt/Lt,
causes the bow wave to broaden while increasing Re leads to larger free-surface
disturbances that are more sharply focussed around the streamwise centreline.
For the cases shown, increasing A from 5 to 10 causes the downstream surge
to bifurcate into two smaller ones lying either side of the streamwise centre-
line. The progression to two-dimensional flow can be seen more clearly via the
streamwise and spanwise free-surface profiles shown in Figure 3.13 for Re = 5
and 50 and trench aspect ratio A = 1, 5, 10 and∞ (i.e. spanwise topography).
Increasing A from 1 to 5 has a dramatic effect on the free-surface depression
and on the upstream capillary ridge, while for A = 10 the streamwise profiles
exhibit a greatly reduced downstream surge; the spanwise profiles progress to
an essentially flat disturbance when A = 30 for both Re = 5 and 50. The
sharper focus of the Re = 50 flow around the streamwise centreline is shown
by the spanwise free-surface profiles in Figure 3.13(d) and by the fact that a
larger aspect ratio is needed for its streamwise profile to approximate that of
the spanwise case shown in Figure 3.3. This is reinforced by calculating the
difference in the streamwise free-surface profiles obtained for finite A and the
case A → ∞ in the same way as the discrepancy contours of Figure 3.7 were
generated. For Re = 5, these are found to be 0.74% and 0.24% for A = 5 and
A = 10, respectively; whereas for Re = 50 they are 0.97% and 0.31%, respec-
tively. This behaviour can be explained in physical terms by noting that the
Re = 50 case has larger streamwise inertia and therefore will have less of a
tendency than the Re = 5 case to spread across a given trench geometry.
The final two figures consider the competing effects of inertia and the normal
component of gravity on the free-surface disturbance induced by the square
trench topography considered above. The parameter measuring the relative
importance of the normal component of gravity is N = Ca1/3 cot θ; since the
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fluid properties are fixed, the influence of N is explored via changes to the in-
clination angle θ of the planar surface - see Table 3.1. Figure 3.14 shows how
decreasing θ (increasing N) suppresses all free-surface disturbances, reducing
considerably the magnitude of the bow wave, downstream surge and free-
surface depression over the trench. The streamwise and spanwise free-surface
profiles given in Figure 3.15 show more clearly that the bow wave migrates up-
stream as θ decreases while the downstream surge is more resistant to changes






































































































(f) Re = 50
θ = 1°
Figure 3.14: Three-dimensional free-surface plots for flow over a localised square
trench topography (Lt = Wt = 1.2mm, S0 = 25µm) showing the effect of θ on
the resulting free-surface disturbance. From top to bottom, θ = 10◦, 5◦ and 1◦;
Re = 5 (left) and Re = 50 (right). The arrow shows the direction of flow and
the corresponding free-surface disturbances when θ = 30◦ can be viewed in Figures
3.10(a) and 3.10(d).
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Figure 3.15: Streamwise (top) and spanwise (bottom) free-surface profiles through
the centre of the topography (xo = 0, yo = 0) for flow over a localised square trench
topography (Lt = Wt = 1.2mm, S0 = 25µm) for four different inclination angles
θ; Re = 5 (left) and Re = 50 (right). The associated streamwise and spanwise
topography profiles, s∗, are as indicated.
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In this chapter a set of solutions for three-dimensional Navier-Stokes (N-S)
flow over a localised rectangular trench topography is presented. Free-surface
plots and streamwise/spanwise free-surface profiles are compared with solu-
tions obtained in Chapter 3 via the lubrication (LUB) model and the depth-
averaged Navier-Stokes equations (DAF), and where available corresponding
experimental results. N-S solutions are used as a benchmark to investigate
the limitations of the LUB model and DAF and to explore the corresponding
differences for typical three-dimensional flow. In addition a study of internal
flow structure is presented showing how it changes as the Reynolds number is
increased.
4.1 Calculation details
The no-slip and inflow/outflow boundary conditions, (2.73) and (2.74), are
imposed by replacing the corresponding weighted residual momentum equa-
tions (2.78) with the desired velocity there. In the same way, the boundary
condition of fully developed flow, h|x=0 (2.74), is imposed by replacing the
corresponding weighted residual kinematic equations (2.85) with the desired
spine value; np = 4, 7 and 24 integration points are found to be sufficient
for line, triangular and tetrahedral elements, respectively, and for obtaining
results independent of np.
The Nusselt velocity and pressure profiles are chosen to be the initial approx-
imations for the velocity and pressure respectively, while the initial approxi-
mation for the spine heights is taken to be that of a flat free-surface profile:
ui = ξi (2− ξi) i, pj = 2 (ξj − 1) , hk = 1, (4.1)
where si = s (xi, yi) and ξi = (zi − si) / (1− si). At those points where the sub-
strate function is multivalued (at the side walls of a right rectangular trench,
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for example), the largest possible value is taken for si. The substrate grid
nodes are fixed and chosen to be the base nodes, while the direction vectors
are normal to the substrate and can be found from the initial mesh approxi-
mation and the spines definition (2.87):
xbi = xii+ yij + sik, di = (zi − si)k. (4.2)
The initial and consequent mesh approximations are found from the spine
method expression (2.87).







k,γ defined in Subsection 2.2.1 do not need to be constructed, but instead are
replaced by arrays containing global/spine and global/local x/u-node, p-node,
and free-surface x/u-node number correspondence respectively. Matrix ∆i,k
does not need to be created since it is the same as ∆˜i,k if i is a free-surface
node. Note also that the Jacobian matrix (2.96), its determinant and cofactors
(2.99) have to be calculated for each element since these are required to obtain
the gradient of the weighting function (2.98), the normal to the free surface
(2.102), and the free-surface curvature in expressions (2.103) and (2.104). Two-
dimensional streamlines are found by contouring the stream function, whereas
in three dimensions fluid particle trajectories are found by integrating along
path lines.
The number of elements in the mesh was systematically increased until the
maximum change in the predicted free-surface profiles on consecutive meshes
became less than 0.05%. As a result an irregular finite element grid was
employed with elements mainly concentrated near to but especially inside the
topography in order to capture the associated eddy structure present, see
Figures 4.1 and 4.2 for examples of the typical mesh structures used to resolve
two- and three-dimensional flow. In two dimensions a total of 2 × 80 × 8
elements and 2 × 20 × 16 elements were employed outwith and across the
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trench (parallelograms are divided into 2 triangles), respectively. Equivalently:
the total number of elements ne = 1920; the number of free-surface elements
ns = 80; the number of u/x-nodes ni = 4049, p-nodes nj = 1065 and free-
surface u/x-nodes nk = 161; and the total number degrees of freedom DOF =
dim · ni + nj + nk = 9324.








Figure 4.1: A typical irregular finite element grid comprised of triangular elements
for two-dimensional thin film flow over a spanwise trench topography with lt = 2.0
and |s0| = 0.5. For illustration purposes the number of elements is set to 2× 32× 8
and 2× 8× 10 outwith and over the trench, respectively.
In three dimensions advantage is taken of the spanwise symmetry involved
to solve the problem over half the solution domain only, subdivided using a
total of 6× 80× 40× 8 elements and 6× 20× 10× 16 elements outwith and
over the trench (parallelepipeds are divided into 6 tetrahedrons), respectively.
Equivalently: the total number of elements ne = 172800; the number of free-
surface elements ns = 6400; the number of u/x-nodes ni = 249249, p-nodes
nj = 33585 and free-surface u/x-nodes nk = 13041; and the total number
degrees of freedom DOF = dim · ni + nj + nk = 794373. Results were ob-
tained using 64 processors that ensured enough memory for the multifrontal
solver and the calculation to be completed in a matter of hours. The above
proved sufficient to guarantee grid-independence of the free-surface profiles;
see for example the streamwise and spanwise free-surface profiles for flow over

















Figure 4.2: A typical irregular finite element grid comprised of tetrahedral ele-
ments for three-dimensional thin film flow over a localised trench topography with
lt = wt = 2.0 and |s0| = 0.5. For illustration purposes the number of elements in
the half solution domain is set to 6 × 32 × 16 × 8 and 6 × 8 × 4 × 10 outwith and
over the trench, respectively.
































Figure 4.3: Grid-independency of N-S predicted (a) streamwise and (b) spanwise
free-surface profiles through the centre of a localised trench topography, Decre´ &
Baret (2003), with lt = wt = 1.54, |s0| = 0.25, Re = 2.45.
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4.2 Free-surface solutions
The comparison of the three approaches, N-S, LUB and DAF, carried out in
Chapter 3 for the case of two-dimensional flow, is extended to that of three-
dimensional flow over a localised square trench topography (Decre´ & Baret,
2003) with Re = 2.45, θ = 30◦, ε = 0.128 and Ca = ε3/6 = 3.5024 · 10−4,
lt = wt = 1.54, |s0| = 0.25, lp = wp = 100, (xt, yt) = (30.77, 50). The LUB
and DAF results were obtained with the same δ = 0.001 and n4x = n
4
y = 1024
values as in Section 3.1.
Figure 4.4 compares the predicted N-S, LUB and DAF three-dimensional free-
surface disturbances obtained, while Figures 4.5 and 4.6 present the corre-
sponding streamwise and spanwise free-surface profiles through the centre of
the topography, together with the experimental data of Decre´ & Baret (2003).
Due to the relatively small Reynolds number involved, Re = 2.45, all three
predictions are virtually indistinguishable from each other, while agreement
with their experimentally measured counterparts is extremely good: both
the location of the extrema and their amplitudes agree well. There is some
noise present on the streamwise and spanwise experimental profiles, which
are taken at different spanwise and streamwise locations respectively, and a
slightly smaller depression over the trench is observed; however these devia-
tions are insignificant and less than 1% of the depth of the trench. Note also
that the steepness of the topography does influence the free-surface distur-
bance locally and a slightly better match for the depression is obtained with
the LUB and DAF models for δ = 0.05, the value used in Gaskell et al. (2004b);
this suggests, as might be anticipated, that the trench topography used in the
experiments was not perfectly steep with sharp 90◦ corners.
A wider range of the parameter space is explored in Figures 4.7 and 4.8; they
show the effect of increasing inertia and/or trench depth on the free-surface


















































Figure 4.4: Comparison of predicted (N-S, LUB and DAF) three-dimensional
free-surface plots for flow over a square localised trench topography, Decre´ & Baret
(2003), with lt = wt = 1.54, |s0| = 0.25, Re = 2.45: (a) N-S, (b) LUB and (c) DAF.
The arrow shows the direction of flow.
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Figure 4.5: Comparison between predicted (N-S, LUB and DAF) and experimen-
tally (EXP) obtained streamwise profiles through the centre of a localised square
trench of Figure 4.4 at different spanwise locations: (a) y∗ = 0; (b) y∗ = 0.5wt; (c)
y∗ = wt; (d) y
∗ = 1.5wt; (e) y
∗ = 2wt; (f) y
∗ = 2.5wt.
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Figure 4.6: Comparison between predicted (N-S, LUB and DAF) and experimen-
tally (EXP) obtained spanwise profiles through the centre of a localised square trench
of Figure 4.4 at different streamwise locations: (a) x∗ = −2.5lt; (b) x∗ = −1.5lt; (c)








































































Re = 50|s0| = 0.25
(d)
Figure 4.7: Comparison of predicted (N-S, LUB and DAF) three-dimensional free-
surface plots for flow over a square localised trench topography with lt = wt = 1.54,
|s0| = 0.25: N-S (left) and DAF (right);Re = 0 (top) and Re = 50 (bottom). The


































































(d) DAFRe = 50|s0| = 1.0
Figure 4.8: Comparison of predicted (N-S, LUB and DAF) three-dimensional free-
surface plots for flow over a square localised trench topography with lt = wt = 1.54,
|s0| = 1.0: N-S (left) and DAF (right);Re = 0 (top) and Re = 50 (bottom). The
LUB plots are shown where applicable. The arrow shows the direction of flow.
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1.0. Figures 4.9 and 4.10 present the corresponding streamwise and spanwise
free-surface profiles through the centre of the topography. Similar to the three-
dimensional DAF predictions discussed in Chapter 3, the N-S solution reveals
the significant influence of increased inertia: increasing Re from 0 to 50 causes
a gradual rise in and widening of the free-surface disturbance and a reduction
in the extent of the ’comet-tail’; in addition the capillary surge is amplified
and becomes more focused. The DAF and N-S predictions are seen to be
in excellent agreement, while the LUB model underpredicts the free-surface
behaviour; the discrepancies becoming larger for larger values of Re and |s0|.
Taking the N-S solution as the benchmark it is found that increasing the depth
of the localised trench topography, |s0|, from 0.25 to 1.0 leads to an increase
in the error present in the DAF streamwise profiles, estimated in the same
way as in Figure 3.7, from 0.4% to 2.7% and from 0.4% to 2.1% for Re =
0 and 50, respectively. The LUB and DAF error is the same for Re = 0,
while for Re = 50 increasing |s0| from 0.25 to 1.0 leads to an increase in the
error associated with the LUB prediction from 2.3% to 7.3%. These findings
are consistent with the results of error estimates associated with both LUB
and DAF predictions for two-dimensional film flow over spanwise step-up and
step-down topography as depicted in Figure 3.7.
Figure 4.11 depicts the effect of the transition of thin film flow, predicted by the
N-S model from three-dimensional to essentially two-dimensional flow through
the streamwise centre of the trench as aspect ratio A = wt/lt is increased for
fixed lt. Increasing A leads to broadening of the bow wave, bifurcation of the
downstream surge into two surges and increase of the free-surface depression;
these effects were observed and discussed in relation to the DAF predictions
in Chapter 3 and were first reported using the LUB model in Gaskell et al.
(2004b). It can be seen clearly from the streamwise and spanwise profiles of
Figure 4.12 that the capillary surge first decreases for A = 5 and has almost
completely disappeared when A = 10.
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Re = 0|s0| = 0.25













Re = 0|s0| = 0.25













Re = 50|s0| = 0.25













Re = 50|s0| = 0.25
Figure 4.9: Comparison of predicted (N-S, LUB and DAF) streamwise (left) and
spanwise (right) free-surface profiles through the centre of a localised square trench
of Figure 4.7, |s0| = 0.25;Re = 0 (top) and Re = 50 (bottom). The LUB profiles are
shown where applicable.
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Re = 0|s0| = 1.0













Re = 0|s0| = 1.0













Re = 50|s0| = 1.0













Re = 50|s0| = 1.0
Figure 4.10: Comparison of predicted (N-S, LUB and DAF) streamwise (left) and
spanwise (right) free-surface profiles through the centre of a localised square trench

























































(d) Re = 50
A = 10
Figure 4.11: Three-dimensional N-S predicted free-surface plots for flow over a
localised trench topography with lt = 1.54, |s0| = 0.25 showing the effect of aspect
ratio, A = wt/lt: A = 5 (top) and A = 10 (bottom); Re = 0 (left) and Re = 50
(right). The arrow shows the direction of flow and the case A = 1 can be viewed in
Figures 4.7(a) and (c).
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Figure 4.12: Streamwise (left) and spanwise (right) N-S free-surface profiles
through the centre of a localised trench of Figure 4.11 showing the effect of aspect
ratio, A = wt/lt: Re = 0 (top) and Re = 50 (bottom).
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Finally, Figures 4.13 and 4.14 show the influence of Ca on the predicted, N-
S, LUB and DAF, three-dimensional free-surface disturbance for flow over a
square localised trench with |s0| = 0.25 and |s0| = 1.0, respectively (note that
for the presentation purposes these figures are presented for a different range
of z coordinate). Since the capillary length, L0, is dependent on Ca, results
are presented in a coordinate system scaled in all directions by the asymptotic
film thickness: (x∗, y∗, z) = (X −Xt, Y − Yt, Z) /H0; in this coordinate sys-
tem the in-plane trench dimensions are lt = wt = 1.54/0.128 = 12, the domain
dimensions are lt = wt = 450 and the trench is located at (xt, yt) = (100, 225),
while ε = 1; flow with Re = 0 is considered, for which the LUB and DAF
predictions are equivalent. For Ca = 0.001 the N-S predicted free-surface dis-
turbance is found to be more pronounced, while for Ca = 0.1 it closely follows
the topography; as Ca is increased the characteristic capillary features be-
come narrower, the capillary ridge moves upstream and reduces in magnitude,
while the capillary surge becomes more focused and increases in magnitude;
all these effects are consistent with the results for Stokes flow over a wide
spanwise trench obtained in Mazouchi & Homsy (2001), where suppression of
the capillary ridge for large Ca was also reported.
For case of |s0| = 0.25, considered in Figure 4.13, the DAF slightly overpredicts
the magnitudes of the capillary ridge, the surge and the depression and the
difference between both predictions increases with Ca, however staying within
an acceptable limit: the error of the streamwise free-surface profile obtained
by the DAF, taking the N-S solution as the baseline, is 0.9%, 2.1% and 4.8%
for Ca = 0.001, 0.01 and 0.1, respectively. For case of |s0| = 1.0, considered in
Figure 4.14, this deviation becomes much more obvious with the DAF signifi-
cantly overpredicting all the characteristic capillary features of the free-surface
disturbance. This time the error in the streamwise free-surface profile obtained
by the DAF, taking the N-S solution as the baseline, has become unacceptable

























































































































(f) LUB, DAFCa = 0.1|s0| = 0.25
Figure 4.13: Comparison of predicted (N-S, LUB and DAF) three-dimensional
free-surface plots for flow over a square localised trench topography with lt = wt =
12, |s0| = 0.25, Re = 0: N-S (left) and LUB with DAF (right); from top to bottom
Ca = 0.001, 0.01 and 0.1. The length scale in all directions is the assimptotic film

























































































































Ca = 0.1|s0| = 1.0
Figure 4.14: Comparison of predicted (N-S, LUB and DAF) three-dimensional
free-surface plots for flow over a square localised trench topography with lt = wt =
12, |s0| = 1.0, Re = 0: N-S (left) and LUB with DAF (right); from top to bottom
Ca = 0.001, 0.01 and 0.1. The length scale in all directions is the assimptotic film
thickness, H0. The arrow shows the direction of flow. For the presentation purposes
the range of z coordinate is different to that one in Figure 4.13.
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respectively.
4.3 Internal flow structure
The internal velocity field and flow structure, that can be obtained accurately
only by solving the full N-S system of equations, is analysed in detail. The
results are presented in a coordinate system scaled equally in all directions:
(x∗, y∗, z) = (X −Xt, Y − Yt, Z) /H0. The in-plane dimensions of the trench
are decreased so as to be comparable with the depth of the trench, see the
discussion of characteristic values below; the depth of the trench itself is set
equal to the asymptotic film thickness, i.e. |s0| = 1.0; the in-plane dimensions
of the domain are lp = wp = 550 and the centre of the trench is located at
(xt, yt) = (195, 225). The rest of the parameters, such as number of elements
and degrees of freedom in the problem domain, θ = 30◦, Ca = 3.5024 · 10−4
are the same as in previous section.
Figure 4.15 considers the effect of the streamwise length of the trench on the
resultant flow; to begin with this is done for the case of two-dimensional flow
over a spanwise trench (wt → ∞). In the Stokes flow limit, Re = 0, if the
length of the trench is sufficiently small lt < 2.15, see Figure 4.15(a), the flow
structure is that of a single eddy similar to that found in the classical lid-
driven cavity problem for zero or low Reynolds number, see Pan & Acrivos
(1967), Shen & Floryan (1985), Higdon (1985) and Wright & Gaskell (1995).
Figure 4.15(c) shows however, that at some critical value of lt ≈ 2.15 the eddy
bifurcates into two and creates a separatrix across the entire trench width,
the same feature has been reported in the case of shear-driven flow by Shen
& Floryan (1985) and Higdon (1985) and for thin film flow by Gaskell et al.
(2004b). For larger lt > 2.15, two separate disjoint symmetric corner eddies are
observed as reported by Shen & Floryan (1985), Higdon (1985) and Kelmanson






























































Figure 4.15: Structures obtained by contouring the streamfunction for two-
dimensional flow over a spanwise trench with |s0| = 1.0: Re = 0 (left) and Re = 10
(right). From top to bottom, lt = 1.5, 2 and 3. The flow is from left to right.
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For Re = 10, see Figures 4.15(b), (d) and (f), even though the streamlines are
no longer symmetric with respect to x∗ = 0, they are not different topologically
from those for Stokes flow, the same has been noted by Shankar & Deshpande
(2000); a larger eddy size on the upstream side and a smaller one on the
downstream side of the trench being the only differences, that as a consequence
increase the critical separation width of the trench for the presence of two
disjoint corner eddies. Dependence of the critical width of the trench and the
corresponding eddy separation streamwise coordinate on Re is summarised in
Figure 4.16; both these values are monotonous functions of Re with the critical
coordinate being closer to lt/2 for higher Re.






































Figure 4.16: Critical width (full line) and separation streamwise coordinate
(dashed line), at which two separate disjoint corner eddies are observed for two-
dimensional thin film flow over a spanwise trench topography with |s0| = 1.0.
For sufficiently large lt, when the corner eddies are small compared to the
extent of the trench, the internal velocity profile becomes effectively self-similar
parabolic over the flow domain; a requirement employed to close the DAF
system of equations as discussed in Subsection 2.1.5. In order to prove this,
in a way similar to Wierschem (2004), Figure 4.17 compares N-S predicted
sreamwise and normal to the substrate velocity components with the parabolic
velocity profile defined according to equation (2.58); the case of Stokes flow,
Re = 0, over a spanwise trench, lt = 10, wt →∞, s0 = 1.0 (top) and s0 = 0.25
(bottom) is considered and profiles taken at four different streamwise locations
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upstream of the downstream edge of the trench, x∗ = −2lt,−0.5lt,−0.45lt, 0;
perfect agreement between the N-S profile and parabolic profile, results in
straight lines connecting the points (0,0) and (1,1). As shown, the streamwise
velocity profile is essentially parabolic downstream of the trench at x∗ = −2lt
and very close to parabolic in the middle of the trench, x∗ = 0, while the
normal to the substrate velocity component at these locations is negligible.
However there is a small region close to the edge of the trench (for x∗ =
−0.5lt and x∗ = −0.45lt), where the validity of an assumed parabolic profile
is doubtful and the normal to the substrate velocity is not negligible: the
maximum difference lies within 20% and 10% of the parabolic profile for s0 =
1.0 and 0.25, respectively; consequently it is this small region that is the main
source of error associated with the DAF approach.
Figure 4.18 considers the transition of the flow structure at the midplane y∗ =
0 for three-dimensional flow to one for two-dimensional flow as the spanwise
width of the trench, wt, is increased from 1 to 5. The case of Stokes flow,
Re = 0, when the nonlinear inertial terms are absent, is considered. For
lt = 1.5 the flow structure is very close to the two-dimensional one depicted in
Figure 4.15(a), with the increase in wt having only a minor effect. In contrast
for lt = 3.0, even though the flow structure is quite similar, the corner eddies
present in the three-dimensional N-S predictions are topologically different
from their two-dimensional counterparts, Figure 4.15(e). Whereas for two-
dimensional flow the centres of the corner eddies are always elliptic points,
in three dimensions they can be foci in the midplane y∗ = 0; this fact has
been noted for three-dimensional lid-driven cavity flow by both Shankar &
Deshpande (2000), Sheu & Tsai (2002) and by Balaganskii, Zakharov & Shokin
(2009). This can be seen clearly in Figures 4.18(b), (d) and (f), in which the
streamlines, emanating from the focus on the upstream side of the trench,
stream into the focus on its downstream side; this would be impossible in two
dimensions. The size of these corner eddies increases as wt is increased. Since
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the foci are not sinks/sources, but stagnation points, there are two symmetric
streamlines streaming laterally into the downstream and out of the upstream
focus; these are so called emanating streamlines, as reported by Torczynski &
O’Hern (1995) in their study of shear-driven three-dimensional flow in a cavity-
channel geometry. The existence of emanating streamlines at foci within the
flow is permitted since the velocity is zero at stagnation (critical) points and
thus intersection of the streamlines is possible there. Projections of these
emanating lateral streamlines onto the midplane is shown in Figures 4.18(b),
(d) and (f) in the same way as in Torczynski & O’Hern (1995).
In contrast to two-dimensional flow, in three dimensions the topology of the
streamlines can be different for Stokes flow and flow at non-zero Reynolds
number, see Shankar & Deshpande (2000) for a discussion of similar effects
in a lid-driven cavity flow. This fact can be seen in Figure 4.19 that extends
the analysis of flow transition to the case with Re = 10. For both lt = 1.5
and lt = 3.0 particles entering slightly above the trench swirl around inside
it and eventually emanate into the focus existing in the trench. For lt = 1.5
this happens for only one focus existing in the trench, while for lt = 3.0 there
are two foci and the trajectories, that enter the trench, emanate into the
downstream focus. Similar to the Stokes flow case, there are two symmetric
emanating streamlines directed laterally from each focus; projections of these
onto the midplane are depicted in Figure 4.19.
In order to have a better picture of the structure of the flow in three dimensions,
particle trajectories are presented in Figure 4.20 for the case of wt = 3.0. The
particles emanate slightly above the trench at z = 0.03 and close to the free
surface at z = 0.8; the starting positions of the trajectories upstream of the
trench are denoted as filled circles. For illustration purposes different colours
are used for streamlines corresponding to different starting positions. For the
case of Stokes flow, Re = 0, see Figure 4.20(a) and (b), three-dimensional
effects are observed mainly near the spanwise sides of the trench, confirming
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the fact that fluid enters the trench not only across its upstream side, but also
across the spanwise sides as postulated by Gaskell et al. (2004b) in connection
with explaining the downstream surge. The particle trajectories also show
that the amount of fluid entering the trench from the sides is increased for
larger lt, this is the reason for an increase in the capillary surge if the aspect
ratio of the trench, A = wt/lt, is decreased, as discussed above in Figure 4.12.
For Re = 10 the three-dimensional effects are much stronger. For lt = 1.5,
see Figure 4.20(c), the particles entering the trench near the midplane (see
first the blue and red trajectories) swirl around several times during which
they are laterally displaced away from the midplane, exit the trench near its
downstream corner, and then travel downstream. Similar shaped particle tra-
jectories are reported for flow in a three-dimensional lid-driven cavity at low
Reynolds number by Shankar & Deshpande (2000) and Tsorng, Capart, Lai
& Young (2006) and in a cavity-channel geometry by Torczynski & O’Hern
(1995). For lt = 3.0, see Figure 4.20(d), the particles entering the trench near
the downstream corner (see first the black, blue, red and then green trajec-
tories) appear to experience similar-but-opposite trajectories while swirling
around several times inside the trench, but now with lateral displacement
towards the midplane before again exiting the trench near its downstream
corner.
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Figure 4.17: Comparison of N-S predicted sreamwise (left) and normal to the
substrate (right) velocity components with the self-similar parabolic velocity for
flow over spanwise trench with lt = 10, Re = 0 at different streamwise locations






























































Figure 4.18: Flow structures obtained by integrating along path lines in the mid-
plane (y∗ = 0) for three-dimensional flow over a localised rectangular trench topog-
raphy with |s0| = 1.0, Re = 0: lt = 1.5 (left) and lt = 3.0 (right). From top to
bottom, wt = 1, 3, 5. The corresponding two-dimensional flow structures can be
seen in Figures 4.15(a) and (e). The flow is from left to right. The projection of the































































Figure 4.19: Flow structures obtained by integrating along the path lines in the
midplane (y∗ = 0) for three-dimensional flow over a localised rectangular trench
topography with |s0| = 1.0, Re = 10: lt = 1.5 (left) and lt = 3.0 (right). From top
to bottom, wt = 1, 3, 5. The corresponding two-dimensional flow structures can be
seen in Figures 4.15(b) and (f). The flow is from left to right. The projection of the

































Figure 4.20: Three-dimensional structure of the flow, obtained by integrating
along the path lines, over a localised rectangular trench topography with wt = 3.0,
|s0| = 1.0: lt = 1.5 (left) and lt = 3.0 (right); Re = 0 (top) and Re = 10 (bottom).
Starting positions are denoted as filled circles located slightly above the trench at
z = 0.03 and close to the free surface at z = 0.8. For illustrative purposes different
colours are used for streamlines corresponding to different starting positions. The
midplane is on the left hand side. The arrow shows the direction of flow.
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This chapter is concerned with the problem of thin film flow over a substrate
containing topography, in the presence of a normal electric field. The hy-
drodynamics of the film are modelled via the depth-averaged form (DAF) of
the Navier-Stokes equations, which is coupled to a solution of Laplace’s equa-
tion for the electric potential; the latter is obtained using the Fourier method
together with separation of variables. A solution strategy for achieving mesh-
independent solutions is based on application of a memory-efficient conjugate
gradient normal residual method with Jacobi pre-conditioning. The joint ef-
fects of inertia and electric field are investigated for (i) two-dimensional flow
over discrete and periodically varying spanwise topography and (ii) three-
dimensional localised topography. For case (i) the full Navier-Stokes (N-S)
system of equations is also used to investigate the underlying flow structure in
the absence of an electric field.
5.1 Problem formulation
The problem investigated, see Figure 5.1, is that of steady, gravity-driven thin
film flow down a planar substrate containing topography, shown for illustrative
purposes as a discrete trench; a uniform electric field, of strength, E0, is applied
normal to the substrate which is inclined at an angle θ 6= 0 to the horizontal.
The air above the film is assumed to be an ideal dielectric with constant
electrical permittivity, εe, and the liquid assumed to be perfectly conducting,
so that there is no electric field inside it and no potential difference between
the substrate and the free surface. This prescription is valid for fluids with
high electrical conductivity, such as liquid metals or liquid electrolytes with
high levels of impurity. The electric field E is related to the electric potential
Φ via E = −∇Φ, which without loss of generality is given the value zero
at both the substrate, Z = S(X, Y ), and the free surface, Z = F (X, Y ).
The hydrodynamic system of equations, (2.1)-(2.2), and boundary conditions,
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(2.3), (2.5) and (2.6), take the following form:
ρU · ∇U = −∇P +∇ · T + ρG, (5.1)
∇ ·U = 0, (5.2)
U |Z=S = 0, (5.3)
U |Z=F · n = 0, (5.4)
(−PI + T ) |Z=Fn = (σKI + PAI +M |Z=F )n, (5.5)
where M = εe
(




is the Maxwell stress tensor acting on the
surface of a conductor; the pressure variable is shifted, P → P +PA, to denote
a reference pressure. Taking reference scales as described in Subsection 2.1.1,
while scaling the electric field by its magnitude E0 and the Maxwell stress
tensor by εeE
2
0 equations (5.1) to (5.5) become:
Re (u · ∇u) = −∇p+∇ · τ + Stg, (5.6)
∇ · u = 0, (5.7)
u|z=s = 0, (5.8)
u|z=f · n = 0, (5.9)






where m is the dimensionless Maxwell stress tensor; We = εeH0E
2
0/2µU0 is
the Weber number providing a measure of the relative importance of electrical
to viscous forces. Taking into account that the electric field is normal at the
surface of a conductor, Landau & Lifshitz (1984), namely:
e|z=f · t = 0, (5.11)
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where e is the dimensionless electric field, the normal and tangential compo-
nents of the stress boundary condition (5.10) can be obtained by taking scalar
products with respect to the normal and tangential unit vectors at the free
surface, to give:
− p|z=f + (τ |z=f · n) · n = κ
Ca
+We (∇ϕ)2 |z=f , (5.12)
(τ |z=f · n) · t = 0. (5.13)
where ϕ is a dimensionless electrical potential scaled by E0H0. Conditions
(5.12) and (5.13) result in an important fact: the Maxwell stresses do not
contribute to the tangential stress balance.
E
Äö= 0
Figure 5.1: Schematic of gravity-driven three-dimensional flow over a substrate
containing a trench topography in the presence of a uniform electric field applied
normal to the substrate.
To ensure solution of the electric field problem using the methods described
below the inflow/outflow boundary conditions (2.10) are replaced by periodic
boundary conditions in both the x and y directions at the far-field extremities
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of the solution domain:
(u, p, h, s) |x=lp = (u, p, h, s) |x=0, (u, p, h, s) |y=wp = (u, p, h, s) |y=0. (5.14)
For the case of flow over a discrete trench or peak topography located on a flat
inclined substrate, the inflow boundary condition (2.10) for the film thickness
is prescribed:
h|x=0 = 1. (5.15)
For the case of flow over periodically repeating, wavy substrates extending to
the boundary, the inflow boundary condition (2.10) is replaced by one ensuring
that the fixed volume of fluid involved is preserved; setting this as equivalent
to the same volume of fluid flowing over a uniformly flat substrate, the same





hdxdy = lpwp. (5.16)
The hydrodynamic and electric field problems are coupled via an additional
Maxwell stress term, We (∇ϕ)2 |z=f , in the normal stress condition (5.12).
This term is determined by solving Laplace’s equation for the electric field
potential:
∇2ϕ = 0, (5.17)
together with imposing, without loss of generality, the following condition of
zero electric potential at the free surface:
ϕ|z=f = 0, (5.18)
a uniform electric field at infinity:
∇ϕ|z→∞ = (0, 0,−1) , (5.19)
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and periodic boundary conditions in both the x and y directions at the far-field
extremities of the domain of interest:
ϕ|x=lp = ϕ|x=0, ϕ|y=wp = ϕ|y=0. (5.20)
The complexity of equations (5.6) - (5.7) and boundary conditions (5.8) - (5.16)
as specified above is reduced by (i) rescaling in terms of L0 according to (2.15),
(ii) enforcing the long-wave approximation, ε ≪ 1, and (iii) depth-averaging
the resulting set of equations; after performing these three steps in the same
























































which is solved subject to either condition (5.15) or condition (5.16) and the
following far-field periodic boundary conditions
(u¯, v¯, p, h) |x=lp = (u¯, v¯, p, h) |x=0, (u¯, v¯, p, h) |y=wp = (u¯, v¯, p, h) |y=0. (5.25)
The Maxwell stress, which appears as an additional term on the right hand
side of boundary condition (5.12) compared to the non-electric field case in
(2.13), consequently appears as an additional term in the equation for pres-
sure (5.23). Note also that, the equation for pressure (5.23) is retained, rather
than eliminating it as an unknown by substitution into equations (5.21) and
(5.22), as in the case with equations (2.53) and (2.54); doing so minimises
the time and effort associated with evaluating the Maxwell stress term. The
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latter is obtained via the solution of equation (5.17) for the electric potential;
although equations (5.21)-(5.24) are valid for non-zero Re, their range of ap-
plicability is constrained by virtue of the long-wave limitation, namely to the
case of small capillary numbers only, that is Ca = µU0/σ = ε
3/6 ≪ 1, see
(2.27). Attention is restricted to film flows over simple step-up/down, (2.64),
peak/trench, (2.65), and wavy bottom topographies; the last one is specified
via the appropriate functional form.
5.2 Method of solution
5.2.1 Hydrodynamic equations
Equations (5.21) to (5.24) are solved numerically, subject to the boundary
conditions specified, on a rectangular computational domain, (x, y) ∈ [0, lp]×
[0, wp], subdivided using a staggered arrangement of unknowns, see Subsection
2.2.4 for details; taking (i, j) to represent a typical mesh point in the system,
values of film thickness, h, and pressure, p, are located at (i, j), with averaged
velocities u¯ and v¯ located at the mid-points (i+ 1/2, j) and (i, j + 1/2), re-
spectively. For each unknown (i, j) ∈ [1, nx]× [1, ny], where nx and ny are the
total number of nodes, in the x and y directions, respectively; uniform spatial
increments were employed, ∆x = lp/nx and ∆y = wp/ny, such that x1 = 0,
y1 = 0 and xnx = lp −∆x, yny = wp −∆y.
Writing discrete forms of the momentum equations (5.21) and (5.22) at (i+ 1/2, j)
and (i, j + 1/2), respectively and the pressure (5.23) and continuity (5.24)
equations at (i, j), omitting for the sake of convenience the over-bar denot-

























fi+1,j + fi−1,j − 2fi,j
∆x2
+
fi,j+1 + fi,j−1 − 2fi,j
∆y2
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where F [ω] is defined according to (2.125); while the evaluation of discrete
values at (i, j) for the last quantity, the Maxwell stress term, on the right hand
side of equation (5.28) is discussed subsequently.
The imposition of periodic boundary conditions in the case of flow over lo-
calised, discrete topography requires the specification of ghost nodes at the
edge of the computational domain in the x and y directions, namely:
hi±nx,j±ny = hi,j , pi±nx,j±ny = pi,j, (5.30)
ui+1/2±nx,j±ny = ui+1/2,j , vi±nx,j+1/2±ny = vi,j+1/2, (5.31)
while, the Dirichlet condition for the film thickness at the inlet is assigned as
an exact value there:
h|1,j = 1. (5.32)
In the case of a periodically repeating wavy substrate the volume constraint






hi,j = nxny. (5.33)
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5.2.2 Electric field equation
An analytical solution to the three-dimensional Laplace problem (5.17), sub-
ject to boundary conditions (5.18)-(5.20) and the restriction ε≪ 1 , is obtained
as a Fourier series expansion using the method of separation of variables.
First the problem is made more tractable, see Tseluiko et al. (2008b), by: (i)
defining a shifted electric field potential, ϕ˜ = ϕ−1+z, measuring the deviation
from a uniform electric field; (ii) rescaling the z-coordinate with respect to ε










the equivalent boundary value problem for ϕ˜ (x, y, z˜) is:
∇2ϕ˜ = 0, (5.34)
subject to the boundary conditions:
ϕ˜|z˜=εf = f − 1, (5.35)
∇ϕ˜|z˜→∞ = 0, (5.36)
ϕ˜|x=lp = ϕ˜|x=0, ϕ˜|y=wp = ϕ˜|y=0. (5.37)
Under the over arching assumption that ε ≪ 1 the free-surface boundary
condition (5.35) can be approximated as:
ϕ˜|z˜=0 = f − 1. (5.38)
Now, postulating the solution to have a separable form:
ϕ˜ = A (x)B (y)C (z˜) , (5.39)
substituting it into equation (5.34) and dividing through by ϕ˜ leads to the
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which is satisfied via solutions of the following Sturm-Liouville problems:
d2A
dx2
+ λ2A = 0,
d2B
dy2
+ µ2B = 0,
d2C
dz˜2
− (λ2 + µ2)C = 0, (5.41)
where λ and µ are real constants. Solving equations (5.41) subject to boundary
conditions (5.36) and (5.37) leads to the following eigenvalues and eigenfunc-
tions:
λm = 2pim/lp, Am (x) = c1,m cos (λmx) + c2,m sin (λmx) ,
µn = 2pin/wp, Bn (y) = c3,n cos (µny) + c4,n sin (µny) ,










, for m = 0, 1...∞, n = 0, 1...∞,
(5.42)
which in turn results in a shifted potential of the form:
ϕ˜ (x, y, z˜) =
∞∑
m,n=0
[am,n cos (λmx) cos (µny) + bm,n sin (λmx) sin (µny)












where am,n = c5,m,nc1,mc3,n, bm,n = c5,m,nc2,mc4,n, cm,n = c5,m,nc1,mc4,n and
dm,n = c5,m,nc2,mc3,n are arbitrary constants. From the free-surface bound-
ary condition (5.38) it follows that these coefficients are the two-dimensional

































(f − 1) sin (λmx̂) cos (µnŷ) dx̂dŷ, (5.47)
χm =
{
1, if m = 0
2, if m > 0
. (5.48)
Since cos(λmx) cos(λmx̂)+sin(λmx) sin(λmx̂) = cos [λm(x− x̂)] equation (5.43)
can be expressed as follows:










χmχn cos [λm (x− x̂)]











The potential is obtained by returning from the rescaled vertical coordinate z˜
to z and then from the shifted to the initial form of the electric potential:









χmχn cos [λm (x− x̂)]











The z-derivative of the above potential, ∂ϕ/∂z|z=f , required to determine the
vertical component of the electric field, is:
∂ϕ
∂z
|z=f = −1− εE [f − 1] (x, y) , (5.51)
where E [f − 1], the electric field Fourier operator, is given by:














× cos [λm (x− x̂)] cos [µn (y − ŷ)] dx̂dŷ. (5.52)
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The Maxwell stress term, appearing on the right hand side of the pressure






|z=f ≈ εWe+ 2ε2WeE [f − 1] (x, y) , (5.53)
where the εWe term on the right hand side of equation (5.53) is a constant
pressure term, which can be omitted since the depth-averaged hydrodynamic
equations are driven by the gradient of the pressure, not by the pressure itself.
The integrals associated with the E [f − 1] operator and hence the Maxwell
stress term (5.53), which appears in equation (5.28), are evaluated numeri-
cally at the point (i, j) using trapezoidal quadrature rule, Atkinson (1989),
exploiting the periodicity of the solution, that is:




























N f is the number of terms in the truncated Fourier series.
5.2.3 Overall numerical procedure
The integro-differential electrohydrodynamic discrete equation set, (5.26)-(5.29),
is solved using a numerical approach based on Newton iteration. For three-
dimensional flows, the global matrix generated is too large to be stored in
memory; consequently an iterative matrix-free method of solution is required
- in this thesis the conjugate gradient normal residual (CGNR) method with
Jacobi pre-conditioning was employed, full details of which are provided in Kel-
ley (2003). The symmetric matrix required by the conjugate gradient solver
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is obtained by multiplying the iterative equations by the transpose of the Ja-
cobian.
Symmetry ensures that only those nx×ny elements of the Ei,j,k,l tensor, corre-
sponding to all possible combinations of |i− k| and |j − l|, need to be stored;
even so, determining E [f − 1]i,j by evaluating the double summation of equa-
tion (5.54) is computationally intensive. The effort required can be reduced
considerably, without any loss of accuracy, by neglecting to sum terms that
lie far from the diagonals i = k and j = l (electric field tensors are strongly
diagonally dominant and at the same time periodic) and far from the centre of
the topography where the film approaches its asymptotic thickness. In which
case equation (5.54) can be written as:
E [f − 1]i,j ≈
∑
k,l∈Ω
Ei,j,k,l (fk,l − 1) , (5.56)
where
Ω = [i− γnx/2 + 1, i+ γnx/2]× [j − γny/2 + 1, j + γny/2]
∪ [it − γnx/2 + 1, it + γnx/2]× [jt − γny/2 + 1, jt + γny/2] ,
(5.57)
such that (it, jt) = (trunc (xt/∆x) , trunc (yt/∆y)) are the discretised coordi-
nates of the centre of the topography; trunc (x) is the truncation function from
real to integer. γ ∈ [0, 1] is an adjustable parameter that can be varied to en-
sure guaranteed solution accuracy at an acceptable computational cost; the
values 1 and 0 correspond to integration over the entire and none of solution
domain, respectively.
Furthermore, in order to produce accurate solutions in an acceptable time, the
CGNR method was parallelised using geometric domain decomposition, imple-
mented via a message-passing interface (MPI) distributed memory paradigm,
see Snir et al. (1996). For simplicity, strip-wise partitioning in the x-direction
is used, ensuring that each subdomain has two immediate neighbours, includ-
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ing the first and the last subdomains due to the periodic nature of the solution.
Each processor is responsible for the calculation of matrix-vector products for
one subdomain only, which requires the use of additional columns of the solu-
tion immediately to either side of a subdomain; to evaluate expression (5.56)
over Ω results in the use of a significant number additional columns.
In brief, on subdomain ip ∈ [0, np − 1], where np is the total number of sub-
domains, the matrix-vector products are calculated for i ∈ [i1, i2], with:
i1 = loc · ip+min(ip, rem)+ 1, i2 =
{
(loc + 1) · (ip + 1) , ip < rem
loc · (ip + 1) + rem, ip > rem , (5.58)
where loc = trunc (nx/np) and rem = nx − loc · np, which requires the subdo-
mains to overlap and to contain the solution for i ∈ [i3, i4], where:
i3 = min(i1, it)− γnx/2 + 1, i4 = max(i2, it) + γnx/2. (5.59)
Point-to-point communication is used to exchange data between neighbour-









communication is used to exchange data from subdomains that contain the
neighbourhood of the centre of the topography with the remaining subdo-
mains. Proceeding in this way requires the following restriction on the num-
ber of subdomains, namely np 6 2/γ; one-to-all communication restricts the
location of the centre of the topography so that its neighbourhood covers as
small a number of subdomains as possible; for example for np = 2/γ the centre
of the topography is desired to be it = i2 so its neighborhood covers only two
subdomains: ip and ip + 1. The amount of communication between subdo-
mains is strictly dependent on the value of the summation parameter γ and
has a large influence on the computational time. Good parallel efficiency is
achieved for a problem containing 512×512 mesh points by setting γ = 0.2 and
prescribing 8 subdomains; the computational time to convergence is reduced
by a factor of between 6 and 7, compared to using a serial method, giving a
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parallel efficiency gain in excess of 75 %.
For the case of two-dimensional flow over spanwise topography, the global
Jacobian can be stored in memory and iteration performed efficiently using
LU decomposition with partial pivoting library routines readily accessible via
LAPACK, Anderson et al. (1999). For both two- and three-dimensional flows,
generally up to 10 Newton iterations are required to reduce the residuals of
the discrete equation set to a value below 10−6.
5.3 Results
For the investigation which follows, flows with We up to and including cases
where We = O(1/ε2) are considered; the second term on the right hand side of
equation (5.53) being significant. The system of the equations (5.21) - (5.24)
contains five dimensionless parameters: ε, Re, Ca, We and θ. However the
similarity of the results obtained by solving them as well as the physics of
the problem, is dependent on three dimensionless groupings only: an inertia
parameter I = Ca1/3 · Re, a gravity parameter N = Ca1/3 · cot θ, Bertozzi &
Brenner (1997), and an electric field parameter W = Ca2/3 ·We, Tseluiko et al.
(2008b).
To ensure the physical relevance of the results obtained, the characteristic
dimensional parameters have to be estimated; film thickness and electric field













For the thin water film considered (fluid properties ρ = 1000kg · m−3, µ =
0.001Pa · s and σ = 0.07N · m−1) for θ = 30◦ and εe = 8.85 · 10−12F · m−1,
typically ε = 0.1, Ca = ε3/6 = 0.000167 and W = 3.0, which results in
H0 = 6.9 · 10−5 m and E0 = 6.15 · 106V ·m−1.
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For results to be physically realisable in the laboratory, E0 has to lie below
the critical value for the dielectric breakdown of air; for standard atmospheric
conditions involving a lightening discharge this value is approximately equal
to 3 · 106V ·m−1, Laughton & Warne (2003), which is less than the value of E0
calculated above.
The problem of interest requires a more subtle approach to the above and
as such a more refined condition for determining the critical value for the
dielectric breakdown of air and of other gases is needed. Accordingly, Paschen’s
law, established experimentally, see for example Meek & Craggs (1978) or
Kuffel, Zaengl & Kuffel (2000), is invoked:
VB = A
√
PAD + BPAD, EB = A
√
PA/D + BPA, (5.61)
where VB, EB, D and PA is the breakdown potential difference between elec-
trodes, the generated electric field strength, the distance between electrodes
and the pressure of the gas concerned, respectively; A and B are dimensional
constants characteristic of the gas. Figure 5.2 shows the dependencies VB vs.
(PA ·D) and EB/PA vs. (PA ·D) for air with A = 6.76 · 104V · (atm ·m)−1/2
and B = 2.47 · 106V · (atm ·m)−1 based on expressions (5.61), which give an
acceptable approximation in a range from 10−5 to 100 (atm ·m). It shows
that for a distance of D = 2 ·10−4m, which is greater than the film thicknesses
H0 = 6.9 · 10−5m, and a pressure of PA = 1atm an electric field strength of
EB = 7.2 · 106V ·m−1 represents the dielectric breakdown limit; moreover for
pressures larger than atmospheric the breakdown electric field strength is even
larger: keepingD = 2·10−4m a value PA = 2atm results in EB = 1.2·107V·m−1.
Hence, since E0 < EB for the results presented in this Chapter, they are real-
isable in the laboratory and thus of physical as well as academic interest.
Attention is focused initially on two-dimensional electrified film flows involving
spanwise topography, in which the proposed problem formulation and method
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of solution is compared against related previous work and for a wider range
of Reynolds numbers than has been considered before. This is followed by a
systematic investigation of both inertia and a normal electric field on three-











































Figure 5.2: VB (full line) and EB/PA (dashed line) for the dielectric breakdown of
the air. The point at which D = 2 · 10−4 m, PA = 1 atm and EB = 7.2 · 106V ·m−1
is denoted by the dotted lines.
5.3.1 Two-dimensional flow
Since a direct comparison is to be made with earlier work it is essential to out-
line the differences between the approaches/formulations used. In the work
of Tseluiko & Blyth (2009) inertia is accounted for within a standard lubrica-









first derived by Benney (1966), it has appeared many times subsequently in
the context of thin films, Lin (1974); Nakaya (1975); Chang (1986), obtained
via a perturbation analysis and long-wave expansion of the unknowns of the
problem on the basis that ε≪ 1. This model, which for comparison purposes
is henceforth referred as lubrication with inertia (LUBI), in accounting for
inertia does so only in terms of the first-order dynamics of the perturbation
analysis: the Reynolds number therefore is strictly O(1). In the current DAF
model a perturbation analysis is not performed and the long-wave approxima-
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tion is used to determine the leading terms to O(1) and O(ε) that are solved
in a coupled way: as a result there is no O(1) restriction on Re, indeed for
small ε and |s0| it provides accurate results even for values of Re up to 100.
The remainder of the terms in the LUBI model are the same as those in the
standard lubrication model and therefore for the degenerate case Re = 0 both
models are equivalent.
For two-dimensional flow the dimensionless steady-state LUBI model for the




































where ε, Re, x, θ and We equate to δ, R, ξ, β and We in Tseluiko et al.
(2008a,b); Tseluiko & Blyth (2009). Note that in addition, in order to com-




e Tseluiko et al.




e Tseluiko & Blyth (2009), respectively (in con-
trast to Ca = ε3/6 and W = Ca2/3We for the remaining results).
In each of the above three studies, the Maxwell stress in equation (5.62) is
obtained using complex variable theory, which is applicable in two dimensions












where H is the Hilbert transform operator defined as:







with g (x) = ∂f/∂x and PV denoting the principal value of the integral. For
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periodic functions the Hilbert operator takes the particular form:











In two dimensions, the Fourier operator, E [f − 1]:







χmλm cos [λm (x− x̂)] dx̂, (5.66)
and the Hilbert operator, H [∂f/∂x], are equivalent; for completeness a proof
of this is provided in Appendix E.
Figure 5.3 shows predicted free-surface profiles for the case of gravity-driven,
electrified film flow over a narrow, spanwise trench topography with θ = 30◦,
ε = 0.1, Re = 50, Ca = 0.000167, lt = 2, xt = 110, |s0| = 0.25 and lp = 160.
Profiles for the cases W = 1.5 and W = 3.0 are presented, obtained using the
current hydrodynamic model with the Maxwell stress evaluated via both the
Fourier solution of the Laplace problem and the Hilbert form. To illustrate
the effect of N f , the number of Fourier terms taken, and choice of γ, mesh-
independent solutions were obtained on an ultra-fine grid, nx = 3072, and with
a small enough topography steepness parameter, δ = 0.001 – the one used in
Chapter 3. Figures 5.3(a) and (b) show the effect of N f , when γ = 0.1, on the
accuracy of the predicted free-surface profile: N f = 100 terms is sufficient to
produce a solution in excellent agreement with its Hilbert counterpart. Figures
5.3(c) and (d), on the other hand, confirm that with N f = 200 terms a value
of γ = 0.1 yields the same agreement. Accordingly, the predictions reported
henceforth were obtained with N f = 200 and a sufficiently large value of γ: for
the two- and three-dimensional flow problems considered these were γ = 1.0
and γ = 0.2, respectively; in each case δ has the value 0.001 unless stated
otherwise. As discussed in Tseluiko et al. (2008b) and shown in Figure 5.3,
the main effect of increasing W from 0 to 1.5 is the formation of a sharper,
larger capillary ridge and deeper free-surface depression accompanied by the
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formation of small wavelength free-surface variations upstream of the trench.
Increasing W further to 3.0 suppresses the capillary ridge altogether.
















































































Figure 5.3: The effect of the value of Nf for γ = 0.1 (top) and γ for Nf = 200
(bottom) on DAF predicted free-surface profiles for thin film flow over a spanwise
narrow trench topography (θ = 30o, Re = 50, lt = 2, |s0| = 0.25); W = 1.5 (left)
and W = 3.0 (right). The corresponding results obtained with the Hilbert integral
operator (5.65) are included for comparison purposes, and found to be in excellent
agreement, as is the solution when W = 0. Flow is from left to right.
Figure 5.4 revisits the problem considered by Tseluiko et al. (2008b), their
Figure 7, namely that of a vertical plane (θ = 90◦) for electrified film flow
over both step-down and step-up topography forming a spanwise wide trench
(ε = 0.1, Re = 0, Ca = 0.001, lt = 30, |s0| = 2.0, lp = 90 and xt = 45); note
that for reasons of consistency, the step topography in this particular instance
only is defined by hyperbolic tangent, as opposed to arctangent, functions
with a steepness factor δ = 0.2. All of the results shown in Figure 5.4 are grid-
independent and are obtained with nx = 3000 using either the DAF model
for Re = 0 or the LUBI one in tandem with either the Fourier or Hilbert
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of predicted LUBI free-surface profiles for electrified thin
film over a spanwise wide trench topography (θ = 90o, Re = 0, lt = 30, |s0| = 2.0):
(dashed line) as in Figure 7 of Tseluiko et al. (2008b); (solid line) present work. (a),
(b) W = 0; (c), (d) W = 1.5; (e), (f) W = 3.0; (g), (h) W = 4.5. Flow is from left
(step-down side) to right (step-up side).
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form for the Maxwell stresses. For the step-down case, increasing the electric
field suppresses the capillary ridge and leads to a broader depression beyond
the step; while for the step-up case increasing W leads to the emergence of a
downstream free-surface hump and the amplification of the small wavelength
free-surface disturbances upstream of both the step-down and step-up; the na-
ture and occurrence of these latter oscillations is a function of the competition
between the geometry (topography height and steepness) producing the free-
surface curvature and surface tension tending to oppose it, see for example
Kalliadasis et al. (2000) and the experimental work of Stillwagon & Larson
(1988, 1990). Note that while the step-down predictions agree well with those
of Tseluiko et al. (2008b), the step-up ones do not, showing greater diver-
gence for larger values of W; contact with the authors concerned and further
investigations by them, Blyth (2010), established the validity of the current
predictions.
Figures 5.5 and 5.6 compare predicted free-surface profiles against the only
other previously reported solutions of inertial, electrified thin film flow over
topography, namely those of Tseluiko & Blyth (2009) for flow with ε = 0.2,
Ca = 0.04, θ = 30◦, nx = 1024 over a periodically wavy substrate defined
as s (x∗) = s0 sin (2pix
∗/lp − pi/2) with amplitude s0 = 1.0 and wavelength
lp = 2pi. Cases of inertial flow in the absence of an electric field (W = 0)
are considered first in Figures 5.5(a)-(f), where DAF and LUBI solutions are
contrasted against the solutions of the full N-S equations, obtained as in Scholle
et al. (2008). All three solutions are indistinguishable when Re = 0; however,
increasing Re to 10 and then 30 results in a growing discrepancy between
the LUBI solution and the other two. The reason for the excellent agreement
between the DAF and N-S solutions can be explained with reference to Figures
5.5(b), (d) & (f): the steamline plots reveal the unidirectional nature of the
underlying flow in all three instances and thus the appropriateness of the
assumed classical Nusselt like velocity profile underpinning the DAF model.
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(a) Re = 0 W = 0
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(b) Re = 0 W = 0, N−S
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(c) Re = 10 W = 0
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(d) Re = 10 W = 0, N−S
Topography



























(f) Re = 30 W = 0, N−S
Topography
Figure 5.5: Flow over a spanwise wavy topography (wavelength lp = 2pi, amplitude
s0 = 1.0), as in Figure 9 of Tseluiko & Blyth (2009), in the absence of an electric
field. Comparison between DAF, LUBI and N-S predictions: (a), (b) Re = 0; (c),
(d) Re = 10; (e), (f) Re = 30. Flow is from left (free-surface profile) to right
(streamlines showing the flow structure)
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(a) Re = 0 W = 1
















(b) Re = 10 W = 1















Figure 5.6: Flow over a spanwise wavy topography (wavelength lp = 2pi, amplitude
s0 = 1.0), as in Figure 9 of Tseluiko & Blyth (2009), in the presence of an electric
field, W = 1. Comparison between DAF and LUBI predicted free-surface profiles:
(a) Re = 0; (b) Re = 10; (c) Re = 30. Flow is from left to right.
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The flow structure present also agrees with the findings of Scholle et al. (2008),
who predict that no eddy, inertial or kinematic, is present when h ≪ 1. The
discrepancy for Re ≥ 10 in the LUBI predictions is attributable to the fact
that for this model, Re must be strictly O(1) or smaller. Figures 5.6(a)-
(c) compares the free-surface profiles obtained with the DAF and the LUBI
models for electrified film flow; in particular the problem considered in Figure
9 of Tseluiko & Blyth (2009) with W = 1 (note that in their paper they use
W
′
e = W/ε = 5). Once again, although the solutions obtained with the two
different approaches are indistinguishable for Re = 0, discrepancies between
the two begin to emerge for Re > 0 for the reason discussed above.
Figures 5.7 and 5.8 extend the results of Tseluiko et al. (2008a,b), and Tseluiko
& Blyth (2009) by considering the combined effects of inertia and electric field
strength on gravity-driven, electrified film flow over step-down, step-up and
trench topography (θ = 30◦, ε = 0.1 and Ca = 0.000167). As previously,
the step topographies are approximated by the upstream and downstream
portions of a wide spanwise trench (lt = 80, |s0| = 0.25, lp = 200, xt = 120)
while the spanwise narrow trench case has lt = 2, |s0| = 0.25, lp = 160 and
xt = 110. Fine grids with nx = 4096 and nx = 3072 were used to generate
grid-independent solutions for the wide and narrow trenches, respectively.
For the step-down cases, Figures 5.7(a) and (b), increasing Re to 50 leads to
only a slight increase in the size of the capillary ridge, whereas increasing the
electric field strength has a much greater impact on the overall free-surface
profile. Increasing W to 1.5 leads to a downstream displacement and narrow-
ing of the capillary ridge and to a broader and deeper free surface trough just
upstream of the step-down. Increasing W further to 3.0 is sufficient to com-
pletely suppress the capillary ridge; this is accompanied by a widening and
deepening the free-surface trough. For the step-up cases, Figures 5.7(c) and
(d), increasing Re to 50 in the absence of an electric field results in a slightly
deeper free-surface trough, just upstream of the step-up, while increasing W
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Figure 5.7: Predicted free-surface profiles for electrified film flow (W = 0, 1.5, 3.0),
Re = 0 (left) and Re = 50 (right) over: (a), (b) the step-down and (c), (d) step-up
part of a spanwise wide trench (lt = 80 and |s0| = 0.25); (e), (f) a spanwise narrow
trench (lt = 2 and |s0| = 0.25). Flow is from left to right.
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to 1.5 leads to a downstream displacement and narrowing of the free-surface
trough together with an enhancement and downstream displacement of the
free-surface hump. In this case, increasing W further to 3.0 results in the
formation of small wavelength standing waves and the disappearance of the
free-surface trough, upstream of the step-up, and a further enhancement and
downstream displacement of the hump. The flow over the trench topography,
Figures 5.7(e) and (f), is only slightly affected by increasing inertia in the ab-
sence of an electric field, resulting in slight enhancement of both the capillary
ridge and free-surface depression. However, it is much more sensitive to the
value of W than the step cases: increasing W to 1.5 leads to significant amplifi-
cation of both the capillary ridge and free-surface depression, while increasing
W further to 3.0 gives rise to almost complete suppression of the capillary
ridge and a diminution of the free-surface depression.
The results of a far more detailed parameter study into the effects of Re and
W on the free-surface profiles associated with the step-up and step-down sides
of the wide trench problems considered in Figure 5.7, are summarised in Fig-
ure 5.8. Figure 5.8(a) shows that for the step-down case, for a fixed Re, the
predicted maximum value of the capillary ridge increases monotonically with
increasing W for W . 1 but then diminishes more rapidly and again mono-
tonically for W & 1; this is in contrast to the case of |s0| = 2.0 considered by
Tseluiko et al. (2008b), their Figure 8(a), for which only the effect of a dimin-
ishing capillary ridge was observed. It shows clearly that the larger the value
of Re the larger is the W value required to suppress the inertially-enhanced
free-surface disturbances. For example, complete suppression of the capillary
ridge (corresponding to a maximum value f = 1) for Re = 0, 10, 30 and 50 is
achieved by values of W = 2.11, 2.13, 2.23 and 2.41, respectively. In the case
of a step-up, Figure 5.8(b), the maximum value corresponds to the free-surface
hump that appears just downstream of it. In contrast to the step-down cases,
the maximum value of the hump remains more or less unaffected by the value
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of the Re for W . 1; after which point the curves diverge while continuing to
increases monotonically above f = 1 beyond W > 1. In the step-up case, in-
creasing inertia acts to reduce the size of the electric-field induced free-surface
amplification.




























Figure 5.8: The effect of electric field strength on predicted maximum values of
the capillary ridge and free-surface hump for thin film flow over: (a) the step-down
part of a spanwise wide trench; (b) the step-up part of a spanwise wide trench.
Results obtained for W ∈ [0, 3.0], Re = 0, 10, 30 and 50, lt = 80 and |s0| = 0.25.
Figure 5.9 considers the effect of W on the various stress contributions to the
fluid pressure for zero Reynolds number flow over the narrow trench topogra-
phy considered in Figure 5.8(e). Since the hydrostatic pressure is only O(ε),
the free-surface profile for W > 0 is dominated by the competition between
the O(1) capillary and Maxwell stress terms. For W = 1.5, the large nega-
tive Maxwell stress just upstream of the trench requires a compensating large,
positive capillary pressure which acts so as to enhance the capillary ridge.
Similarly, the large positive Maxwell stress peak over the trench requires a
large negative capillary pressure to counterbalance it which enhances the size
of the free-surface trough. For W = 3.0, the significantly reduced Maxwell
stresses upstream of the topography lead to much smaller capillary pressures
(smaller even than for the W = 0 case) resulting in an effective suppression of
the capillary ridge.
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Figure 5.9: Predicted contributions to the overall pressure for different electrified
strengths, W = 0, 1.5 and 3.0, when Re = 0, for thin film flow over the spanwise
narrow trench of Figure 5.7(e): (a) hydrostatic pressure; (b) capillary pressure; (c)
Maxwell stress; (d) overall pressure. Flow is from left to right.
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5.3.2 Three-dimensional flow
Turning now to the problem of three-dimensional flow, use is made of the
electrohydrodynamic problem formulation of Section 5.1 to investigate a series
of problems associated with the flow of a thin electrified film over a localised
trench topography. The substrate, lp = wp = 100, containing the trench,
aspect ratio A = wt/lt, lt = 2, |s0| = 0.25, centred at xt = yt = 50, is inclined
at θ = 30◦ to the horizontal (ε = 0.1, Ca = 0.000167). The results presented
are all mesh and formulation parameter independent having been obtained on
a computational grid having nx = ny = 512 cells in each coordinate direction.
Figures 5.10 and 5.11 analyse the effect of W on the transition of the flow
from a three- to an essentially two-dimensional one through the centre of the
topography in the steamwise direction, as the trench aspect ratio A = wt/lt
is increased. Figure 5.10(a)-(f) shows the free-surface disturbance that is gen-
erated for the cases A = 5 and 10 when W = 0, 1.5 and 3.0. As reported in
Gaskell et al. (2004b), for W = 0 as shown in Figures 5.11(a) and (b), decreas-
ing A leads to a much reduced upstream capillary ridge and the formation of
a small downstream surge caused by liquid entering the sides of the trench.
Increasing W to 1.5 leads to a significant amplification of both the capillary
ridge, just upstream of the trench, and the free-surface depression over the
trench. This is accompanied by the disappearance of the downstream surge
for A = 1. Increasing W further to 3.0 causes a general diminution in the
magnitude of the free-surface disturbances; this is seen most clearly by the
free-surface profiles given in Figures 5.11(e) and (f). Shown for comparison
purposes on each of the plots is the free-surface disturbance for infinite A, that
is an equivalent spanwise trench.
Figure 5.12 shows the effect of gradually increasing W, for Re = 0, in steps
of 0.5 from 0 to 3.5, on the free-surface disturbances generated by flow over a














































































































Figure 5.10: Three-dimensional predicted surface plots of the disturbance resulting
from film flow, Re = 0, over a localised rectangular trench topography, lt = 2 and
|s0| = 0.25, showing the effect of aspect ratio, A = wt/lt. From top to bottom,
W = 0, 1.5, 3.0; A = 5 (left) and A = 10 (right). The arrow indicates the direction
of flow.
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Figure 5.11: Streamwise (left) and spanwise (right) predicted free-surface profiles
through the centre of the localised rectangular trench topography of Figure 5.10,
showing the effect of aspect ratio, A = wt/lt. From top to bottom, W = 0, 1.5, 3.0.
The streamwise profile obtained when A is infinite, that is the corresponding span-


































































































































Figure 5.12: Three-dimensional predicted surface plots of the disturbance resulting
from film flow, Re = 0, over a localised square trench topography, lt = wt = 2 and
|s0| = 0.25: W = (a) 0, (b) 0.5, (c) 1.0, (d) 1.5, (e) 2.0, (f) 2.5, (g) 3.0 and (h) 3.5.
The arrow indicates the direction of flow.
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causes the horseshoe-shaped disturbance typical of such flows to broaden in
the spanwise direction, accompanied by enhancement of the upstream capillary
ridge and a diminution of the downstream surge. As in the two-dimensional
spanwise trench case, Figure 5.7(e), increasing W beyond 0.5 leads to a sig-
nificant amplification of both the free-surface peak and trough. This is seen
particularly clearly for W = 1.5, where the maximum non-dimensional height
of the free surface increases from 1.01 (for W = 0) to 1.08 and the minimum
free-surface height decreases from 0.89 to 0.86. For W > 1 the familiar comet
tail and bow-wave disturbances have all but disappeared. In contrast, increas-
ing W from 1.0 to 2.0 causes the upstream capillary ridge to grow in magnitude
and at W ≈ 1.5 a second capillary ridge is formed upstream of the first one.
Beyond W = 1.5 the magnitude of the primary free-surface peaks and troughs
are reduced and become more sharply focussed. For W = 3.5 the free-surface
disturbances have been effectively planarised with maximum and minimum
non-dimensional free-surface heights of just 1.02 and 1.05, respectively. The
effect of W on the magnitude of the free-surface disturbances are shown more
clearly by the streamwise and spanwise free-surface profiles shown in Figure
5.13.
Next the same sequence of events is considered but this time for the case
Re = 50. The three cases shown in Figures 5.14 and 5.15 can be compared
directly with their Re = 0 counterparts in Figures 5.12 and 5.13. Clearly,
increasing W has a much larger influence than increasing Re and these are
shown more distinctly via the corresponding streamwise and spanwise free-
surface profiles through the centre of the topography. In essence, increasing
inertia when the value of W is fixed simply results in a slightly greater min-
imum streamwise depression across the trench that is shifted upstream. As
noted in Subsection 5.3.1 for the case of two-dimensional flow, free-surface dis-
turbances in electrified films arise due to the competition between the capillary
and Maxwell stresses that act in opposition to each other.
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Figure 5.13: Streamwise (top) and spanwise (bottom) predicted free-surface pro-
files through the centre of the localised square trench topography of Figure 5.12:






















































Figure 5.14: Three-dimensional predicted surface plots of the disturbance resulting
from film flow, Re = 50, over a localised square trench topography, lt = wt = 2 and
|s0| = 0.25: from top to bottom, W = 0, 1.5, 3.0. The arrow indicates the direction
of flow.
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Figure 5.15: Streamwise (left) and spanwise (right) predicted free-surface profiles
through the centre of the localised square trench topography of Figure 5.14, showing
the effect of changing Re from 0 to 50. From top to bottom, W = 0, 1.5, 3.0.
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Figure 5.16 illustrates the distribution of the capillary pressure and Maxwell
stress in three-dimensional flow via contour plots for the W = 0, 1.5 and
3.0 cases considered in Figures 5.12 and 5.13. In the absence of Maxwell
stresses, W = 0, the regions of negative and positive capillary pressure up-
stream and downstream of the trench topography, respectively, result in the
capillary ridge and downstream surge. Increasing W to 1.5, leads to larger
regions of significant positive and negative capillary pressure that are opposed
by the development of larger regions of significant Maxwell stress. The larger
values of negative capillary pressure, in particular, result in the large free-
surface peak seen in Figure 5.12(d) while the large positive capillary pressures
give rise to a larger free-surface depression over the topography. The competi-
tion between the capillary pressure and Maxwell stresses is seen more clearly
in the free-surface profiles given in Figure 5.17. This shows, in particular, how
the capillary pressure and Maxwell stresses effectively cancel each other out
at the higher W values, resulting in the highly planarised free-surface profiles
shown in Figures 5.12 and 5.13.
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Figure 5.16: Predicted pressure budget contour plots for thin film flow, Re = 0,
over the localised square trench topography of Figure 5.12: (a), (b), (c) capillary
pressure for W = 0, 1.5, 3.0; (d), (e), (f) Maxwell stress for W = 0, 1.5, 3.0; (g),
(h), (i) overall pressure for W = 0, 1.5, 3.0. Contour values are chosen to be equal
in magnitude but opposite in sign |p| = 0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8,1.0,1.2,1.4. Negative contour
values are indicated as dotted lines. Hydrostatic pressure is not plotted since its
modulus is less than the smallest contour value. The direction of flow is from left
to right.
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Figure 5.17: Streamwise (left) and spanwise (right) predicted pressure budget
profiles through the centre of the localised square trench topography of Figure 5.12,
Re = 0: (a), (b) hydrostatic pressure; (c), (d) capillary pressure; (e), (f) Maxwell
stress; (g), (h) overall pressure. Comparison is made for W = 0, 1.5 and 3.0.
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The ubiquitous occurrence of thin film flows in many areas of scientific and
engineering relevance keeps the investigation of the same at the forefront of
research interest. The work presented in this thesis reflects an important
contribution to the field on two counts:
(i) it provides an important addition to the body of knowledge which has ap-
peared in the literature to date associated with the modelling of gravity-
driven thin film flow over topography;
(ii) it represents a significant step forward with regard to the efficient nu-
merical solution of the different equation sets involved, as an aid for
predicting the behaviour of a particular class of fluid flow problem.
The hierarchy of models utilised in the work, in order of decreasing complex-
ity, are: the full Navier-Stokes (N-S) system of equations; a depth averaged
form (DAF) of the latter; the lubrication (LUB) equations. In solving their
discrete forms every effort was made to do so efficiently using state-of-the-art
solution strategies, while ensuring accurate and mesh-independent predictions.
Solution of the LUB and DAF models centres on the use of a multigrid method-
ology together with automatic, error controlled, time-stepping; in addition the
DAF model, which assumes a parabolic velocity profile to hold through the
film, requires the use of a second-order accurate TVD scheme in conjunction
with a suitable flux limiter to handle the associated nonlinear advective terms
present. For both models the solution efficiency achieved is found to be of
O(N), where N is the number of unknowns. The solution strategy adopted for
the full N-S equations involves mixed-interpolation using a Bubnov-Galerkin
finite element scheme, free surface parametrisation based on the Arbitrary
Lagrangian-Eulerian method of spines, the use of a direct parallel multifrontal
method from the MUMPS library and utilisation of the memory-efficient out-
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of-core approach for storing matrix cofactors on the hard drive. The three-
dimensional solutions obtained in this way represent the first of their kind,
enabling both the internal flow structure and free-surface disturbance gener-
ated to be explored in tandem.
LUB and DAF solutions for film flow over various spanwise topography, based
on flow conditions/parameters for which corresponding experimental data ex-
ists, show the two to be in very good agreement with each other and with
predictions obtained of the same via corresponding finite-element solutions of
the full N-S problem. A subsequent detailed numerical investigation of flow
over spanwise step-up and step-down topography, involving varying the step
height/depth and Reynolds number range, is used to quantify the accuracy of
solutions viz. the DAF equation set. To this end comparisons are made with
the predictions obtained with the LUB equations and with corresponding N-S
solutions. Taking the latter as the benchmark, the results are summarised as
contour plots in one of two ways: (i) the discrepancy which arises, measured
relative to the N-S solution; (ii) the relative magnitude of the error associated
with the ratio of discrepancies. The related contour plots clearly show the ben-
efits of the depth-averaged formulation over the use of lubrication theory, as
the step-height/depth and Reynolds number become significant, and that the
former provides a reasonably good approximation to the flow when compared
to its N-S generated counterparts. It is interesting to note also that, as in
the case of using the LUB model to predict free-surface disturbances for flow
over topography having dimensions approaching that of the film thickness, the
DAF model is found to produce results, comparable with those obtained with
the N-S model, for capillary number values beyond that for which it is strictly
no longer valid.
For thin film flow over a localised square trench topography, it is found that
the general shape of the predicted free-surface disturbance agrees well with
its experimentally obtained counterpart, while revealing the subtle effects
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of increasing inertia. Attention is focused on changes in the characteristic
’horseshoe’-shaped ’bow-wave’ and ’comet-tail’ features that are present and
the effect on the accompanying downstream surge which is not present for flow
over spanwise topography. Increased inertia is found to lead to a rise in and
sharper focusing of the disturbances in the vicinity of the topography, since
streamwise inertia reduces their tendency to spread in the spanwise direction.
This finding is consistent with free-surface instabilities arising at critical values
of the Reynolds number. Considered also is the effect of the aspect ratio of
the trench topography and the substrate inclination angle on the free-surface
disturbance as inertia is increased. The results show that despite the tendency
of inertia to amplify and focus the associated free-surface features, decreasing
the inclination angle, and hence the normal component of gravity, suppresses
them; however, the downstream surge proves to be more resilient to a decreased
angle of inclination than the upstream bow-wave. Increasing the trench aspect
ratio leads to a broadening of the upstream capillary ridge and an eventual
bifurcation of the surge; the latter divides to form two decoupled surges and
when the aspect ratio is large enough the mid-plane streamwise free-surface
profile is found to approach its spanwise equivalent.
The above effects, as observed in the framework of the approximate long-wave
LUB and DAF models, are found to be mirrored in the equivalent results
obtained following solution of the full N-S equations; revealed too is the ac-
companying internal flow structure and velocity profiles existing across the
film at different locations along the length of the topography containing the
substrate. The latter are used to explore the validity of the assumed parabolic
velocity profile used to close the DAF model for the case of flow over a span-
wise trench with a depth less or equal to the overlying film thickness. The N-S
solutions support the assumed parabolic velocity profile, in that the velocity
profile through the liquid film is found to have a parabolic form everywhere,
except in negligibly small regions in close proximity to the sides of steep to-
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pographical features.
Turning to the specific issue of the internal flow structure, an investigation was
undertaken of film flow over one-dimensional (spanwise) step-down, step-up
and trench topographies and two-dimensional (localised) trench topography,
with a depth smaller or equal to the film thickness. For the one-dimensional
step-down, step-up and trench topographies the results obtained are found to
be consistent with ones reported by Gaskell et al. (2004b). The underlying
flow structure, revealed in the form of streamline plots, shows why a step-
down topography leads to a greater discrepancy between LUB, DAF and N-S
predicted free-surface profiles as the step height/depth and Reynolds number
become significant, compared to a step-up topography. The complementary
exploration, using the N-S model, of internal flow structure, shows that both
two-dimensional flow over spanwise topography and three-dimensional Stokes
and Navier-Stokes flow over localised trench topography lead to different inter-
nal, inertia dependent, flow topologies; findings that are consistent with previ-
ously reported results for the well-known lid-driven cavity problem, Shankar &
Deshpande (2000). In two dimensions, for a sufficiently wide spanwise trench,
there are two corner eddies, the centres of which are always elliptic points; in
three dimensions, for flow over a localised trench, they are foci in the mid-
plane and the streamlines, emanating from the focus on the upstream side of
the trench, stream into the focus on its downstream side.
Finally the prospects of using a normal electrostatic field for controlling gravity-
driven continuous thin film flow over topography at finite Reynolds numbers
is explored by coupling the DAF equation set with a Fourier series solution of
Laplace’s equation for the electric field potential. The latter is a generalisa-
tion to three-dimensional flow of a recently-developed, Tseluiko et al. (2008a),
Tseluiko et al. (2008b) and Tseluiko & Blyth (2009), Hilbert solution for two-
dimensional flow. In addition utilisation of the DAF model, in contrast to
previous studies, where a variation of the LUB model was employed, enables
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the combined effects of inertia and electric field to be explored for both two-
and three-dimensional flow.
The spanwise topography investigated includes discrete step-up and step-down
features and a trench comprised of the same in close proximity, together with
a smooth periodically varying profile; localised trench topography only is con-
sidered in the case of three-dimensional flow. The general observation is that
for both flow types, the resultant free-surface disturbance is a consequence
of the competition between the dominant capillary pressures and Maxwell
stresses generated, with hydrostatic pressure having only a minor influence.
The corresponding variations in the balancing capillary pressure explain the
initial enhancement and then suppression of free-surface disturbances as Weber
number increases. The Maxwell stress depends not only on the Weber number
but also on the magnitude of the free-surface disturbance; for higher Weber
number values the free surface becomes more planar and the Maxwell stresses
diminish, which as a consequence reduces the capillary pressure making the
free surface even more planar.
For the parameter range considered, the presence of an electric field dominates
inertial effects so that inertially-induced disturbances are generally suppressed
by increasing the electric field strength. Electrified thin film flow over the
trench topography cases considered clearly demonstrates that although the
introduction of an electric field initially amplifies the size of the free-surface
disturbances in the neighbourhood of a localised trench topography, increasing
its strength eventually suppresses the persistent bow-wave disturbances that
arise, leading to a highly planarised film surface. In addition, higher electric
field strengths increase the pressure inside of the trench which acts to prevent
flow into the sides of the trench as the film passes over it, thus reducing the
amount of the fluid emerging from the trench at its downstream side and hence
the size of the downstream surge. This capability has yet to be fully exploited
in practical coating applications where the achievement of flat free-surface
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profiles can significantly enhance product quality.
With regard to the issue of product quality, it is found that for flow over both
steep spanwise and localised topography, regardless of whether or not inertia
is present, while an electric field can be used to suppress the principal gross
free-surface disturbances, large values lead to unwanted oscillatory behaviour
in the form of a sequence of many more smaller free-surface oscillations. Their
presence is reminiscent of the ribbing instability that arises in the nip region of
a forward roll coater, in that beyond a critical roll speed ratio additional free-
surface curvature is created in the form of ribs to increase capillary pressure
and maintain pressure equilibrium at the liquid-air interface, Weinstein &
Ruschak (2004).
6.2 Future work
The modelling methodologies and the efficiency of the solution strategies pre-
sented for both the full N-S problem and the long-wave approximations, LUB
and DAF, are readily extendable for the investigation of a wealth of related
three-dimensional flow phenomena.
First of all, based on the above observations concerning the effects of iner-
tia apropos thin film flow over both spanwise and local topography, the DAF
model can be easily implemented for further investigations of free-surface pla-
narisation with respect to photolithography together with droplet spreading
and coalescence on patterned (topographically and/or chemically) surfaces.
Likewise it is a relatively simple task to include additional physics into the
DAF model such as evaporation, thermal, insoluble surfactant effects and/or
the influences of a porous or flexible substrate. A further potential way forward
is to explore the possibility of lifting the staggered mesh restriction required
to avoid the occurrence of the well know checkerboard instability by develop-
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ing a collocated variable approach; the obvious benefit of proceeding in this
way would be to open up the ease of introducing automatic error controlled
adaptive mesh refinement, to complement the existing error controlled adap-
tive time-stepping routine employed, which has been shown to be extremely
beneficial in the context of solving LUB models for film flows, Lee et al. (2007).
Furthermore, an analysis of the influence of topography can be applied to
substrate features with different shapes to the ones considered in this thesis,
or to ones of a more complex nature, in particularly those with a sparsely
distributed structure. For example, the finite element representation of the full
N-S model is readily applicable for flow over hemispherically shaped particle
or to flow around a hemispherical or cylindrical occlusion which penetrates
through the free surface; such flows as the latter have only previously been
solved for in the Stokes flow limit using the boundary element method, see
Blyth & Pozrikidis (2006) and Baxter et al. (2009), respectively. In addition
the N-S model is not constrained to the solution of flows with a low capillary
number and can be used to investigate flows of arbitrary film thickness over
complex and depth-heterogeneous three-dimensional topographical features,
for which the long-wave approximation, LUB and DAF, models would prove
inaccurate or would simply not be applicable.
The state-of-the-art high performance parallel solution strategies adopted to
produce the, first of their kind, three-dimensional N-S results, open up oppor-
tunities for solving advanced thin film flow problems requiring a large amount
of computer memory and power, such as free-surface interactions with non-
steady electromagnetic or thermal fields, fluid-structure interactions with re-
tentive flexible geometry and many other such complex applications. With
this in mind, the advantages of employing other parallel solvers, for example
algebraic multigrids or hybrid direct and iterative solvers, for achieving better
memory-efficiency or larger parallel scalability, remain to be explored. In the
fullness of time the goal should be one of generating fully time-dependent N-S
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predictions for problems of the type explored in this thesis.
Last but not least, the current dearth of experimental data for comparison
purposes and the validation of theoretical models for thin film flow problems,
represents a challenging and timely opportunity for someone to make signifi-
cant and important contribution to the area. However, obtaining useful exper-
imental data when additional physics are included, such as the application of





Gaussian quadrature is one of the most accurate and widely used numerical
methods for the calculation integrals arising from finite element discretisa-
tions, see for example Chung (2002). The method allows integrals over unit























where wp and Lpβ for β ∈ [1, no + 1] are weight coefficients and quadrature
points (abscissae), respectively; np is the number of integration points and
no is the order of the integral (for example no = 2 for a two-dimensional
integral over domain Ω as well as a three-dimensional integral over a free-
surface boundary Γ). The actual values of the np weight coefficients and
np abscissae can be found by representing the function f (L1, L2...Lno+1) as
a polynomial of degree 2np or less, substituting it into (A.1) and resolving
the system of nonlinear algebraic equations obtained for the 2np unknowns.
This is reported in several text books and the tabulated results of weight
coefficients and abscissae provided. Unsymmetric quadrature formulas can
be found in the work of Rathod, Nagaraja, Venkatesudu & Ramesh (2004)
for triangular and Rathod, Venkatesudu & Nagaraja (2006) for tetrahedral
element. Symmetric quadrature weight coefficients and abscissae, which allow
minimisation of the number of integration points and therefore reduce the
computaional cost, are provided in studies employing triangular element, see
for example Liu & Vinokur (1998), Wandzura & Xiao (2003) and Rathod,
Nagaraja & Venkatesudu (2007); while for tetrahedral element see for example
Jinyun (1984), Keast (1986), Liu & Vinokur (1998) and Nagaraja & Rathod
(2010).
The most widely used tabulated symmetric quadrature weight coefficients and
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abscissae for one-dimensional integration over a line, two-dimensional inte-
gration over a triangular element and three-dimensional integration over a
tetrahedral element are given in Table A.1, A.2 and A.3, respectively. Due to
the symmetry of these quadrature rules the sampling points fall into symme-
try groups; namely, if a point with coordinates (L1, L2...Lno+1) is the sampling
point, then any points with the possible permutations of the coordinates, mp,
are also sampling points and they have a single weight wp.
Table A.1: Weight coefficients and abscissae for segmental element (no = 1). The
total number of quadrature points, np, is from 2 to 5. mp is the number of possible
permutations of the quadrature points.
np mp Weight wp Lp1 L
p
2
2 2 0.5 0.21132487 0.78867513
3 1 0.44444444 0.5 0.5
2 0.27777778 0.11270167 0.88729833
4 2 0.17392742 0.06943184 0.93056816
2 0.32607258 0.33000948 0.66999052
5 1 0.28444444 0.5 0.5
2 0.23931434 0.76923466 0.23076534
2 0.11846344 0.95308992 0.04691008
Table A.2: Weight coefficients and abscissae for triangular element (no = 2). The
total number of quadrature points, np, is from 3 to 25. mp is the number of possible
permutations of the quadrature points.





3 3 0.16666667 0.16666667 0.16666667 0.66666667
7 1 0.1125 0.33333333 0.33333333 0.33333333
3 0.062969590 0.10128651 0.10128651 0.79742699
3 0.066197076 0.47014206 0.47014206 0.059715872
25 1 0.041761600 0.33333333 0.33333333 0.33333333
3 0.0036149253 0.49786543 0.49786543 0.0042691341
3 0.037246089 0.42801245 0.42801245 0.14397510
3 0.039323237 0.18475641 0.18475641 0.63048717
3 0.0034641615 0.020481219 0.020481219 0.95903756
6 0.014759160 0.82842343 0.13657358 0.035002990
6 0.019789684 0.62970733 0.33274360 0.037549070
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Table A.3: Weight coefficients and abscissae for tetrahedral element (no = 3).
The total number of quadrature points, np, is from 11 to 45. mp is the number of
possible permutations of the quadrature points.







11 1 -0.013155555 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25
4 0.0076222222 0.071428571 0.071428571 0.071428571 0.78571428
6 0.024888889 0.39940358 0.39940358 0.10059642 0.10059642
14 6 0.0031746032 0.5 0.5 0.0 0.0
4 0.014764971 0.10052677 0.10052677 0.10052677 0.69841970
4 0.022139791 0.31437287 0.31437287 0.31437287 0.056881380
15 4 0.0060267857 0.33333333 0.33333333 0.33333333 0.0
1 0.030283678 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25
4 0.011645249 0.090909091 0.090909091 0.090909091 0.72727273
6 0.010949142 0.066550154 0.066550154 0.43344985 0.43344985
24 4 0.0066537917 0.21460287 0.21460287 0.21460287 0.35619139
4 0.0016795352 0.040673959 0.040673959 0.040673959 0.87797812
4 0.0092261969 0.32233789 0.32233789 0.32233789 0.032986330
12 0.0080357143 0.063661002 0.063661002 0.26967233 0.60300566
31 6 0.00097001764 0.5 0.5 0.0 0.0
1 0.018264223 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25
4 0.010599942 0.078213192 0.078213192 0.078213192 0.765360423
4 -0.062517740 0.12184322 0.12184322 0.12184322 0.63447035
4 0.0048914253 0.33253916 0.33253916 0.33253916 0.0023825067
12 0.027557319 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.6
45 1 0.039327007 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25
4 0.0040813161 0.12747094 0.12747094 0.12747094 0.61758719
4 0.00065808677 0.032078830 0.032078830 0.032078830 0.90376351
6 0.0043842588 0.049777096 0.049777096 0.45022290 0.45022290
6 0.013830064 0.18373045 0.18373045 0.31626955 0.31626955
12 0.0042404374 0.23190109 0.23190109 0.022917788 0.51328003
12 0.0022387397 0.037970048 0.037970048 0.73031343 0.19374648
Appendix B
Newton-Raphson method for
the full Navier-Stokes equations
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The Newton-Raphson method is used to linearise the global system of discre-
tised N-S equations (2.88):
∂N
∂z
∆z = −N (B.1)
where the global Jacobian matrix, ∂N
∂z






























After obtaining the increment, ∆z, the solution is updated as follows:
z˜ = z +∆z, (B.3)
with typically 2-3 iterations required to reduce the norm of the residual N to
below 10−6. Similar to the residuals (2.91), the global Jacobian matrix, ∂N
∂z
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where the spine definition (2.87) is used to express h-derivatives through the
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k,γ, ∆i,k and ∆˜i,k, respectively. The local Jacobians are found analytically
















I (u · ∇φα) + u⊗∇φα
]
+ I (∇φδ · ∇φα) +∇φδ ⊗∇φα
}




























(−Reu⊗ u− pI + τ )
× ∂
∂xδ






























































































(N · u) |L1=0φγdL2dL3...dLdim.
(B.16)
The missing derivatives are derived as follows by making use of the expressions
(2.96), (2.98) and (2.102):
∂ |J |
∂xδ
















































is used to obtain the matrix Jxδ:
Jxδ =



























for the sake of simplicity only xδ-derivatives are shown, the yδ- and zδ-derivatives
are obtained similarly.
Appendix C
Full weighting restriction and
interpolation operators
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C.1 Lubrication equations on collocated grids
The full weighting restriction operators Rhk→k−1 (for h) and R
p

















































The bilinear interpolation operators Ihk−1→k (for h) and I
p





































































C.2 Depth-averaged form on staggered grids
The full weighting restriction operators Ruk→k−1 (for u), R
v















































































































The bilinear interpolation operators Iuk−1→k (for u), I
v
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The relaxation technique z˜ = RELAXν (z,R) needed for the multigrid method
is dependent on the type of equations to be solved for: the relaxation tech-
nique for the lubrication equations (LUB) and the depth-averaged form (DAF)
equation set is defined in Sections D.1 and D.2, respectively. In both cases
the relaxation scheme is obtained using the Newton-Raphson method with the
parameter ν signifying the number of times the relaxation scheme is applied.
D.1 Point smoothing for the lubrication equa-
tions
The LUB equations are disretesed on collocated grids using a five points stencil
operators, see Figure 2.5; therefore a simple, widely used Red-Black Gauss-
Seidel relaxation scheme is employed, enabling approximately double the con-
vergency rate compared to an ordinary lexicografic scheme to be achieved, see
Trottenberg et al. (2001) and Briggs et al. (2000). For each node two coupled












∆pi,j = −N pi,j, (D.2)
are solved for the unknown increments ∆hi,j and ∆pi,j with the new approxi-
mations given by:
h˜i,j = hi,j +∆hi,j,
p˜i,j = pi,j +∆pi,j,
updated simultaneously, once per relaxation sweep.
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D.2 Box smoothing for the depth-averaged form
Due to the staggered nature of the discretisation involved, the relaxation
methodology for the DAF equation set employs a lexicographic collective box
smoothing Gauss-Seidel scheme, Trottenberg et al. (2001), that efficiently re-
tains the diagonal dominance of the relaxation scheme. For each cell, see
Figure 2.6, five coupled equations (two each from the u-momentum and v-
















































































∆hi,j = Rhi,j −N hi,j, (D.7)
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are solved for the unknown increments ∆ui+1/2,j , ∆ui−1/2,j , ∆vi,j+1/2, ∆vi,j−1/2,
∆hi,j, with the new approximations given by:
u˜i+1/2,j = ui+1/2,j +∆ui+1/2,j ,
u˜i−1/2,j = ui−1/2,j +∆ui−1/2,j ,
v˜i,j+1/2 = vi,j+1/2 +∆vi,j+1/2,
v˜i,j−1/2 = vi,j−1/2 +∆vi,j−1/2,
h˜i,j = hi,j +∆hi,j ,
updated simultaneously; and where each velocity component is updated twice,
while the film thickness is updated only once per relaxation sweep.
Appendix E




Proof of the equivalence of the Hilbert operator,H [∂f/∂x], and two-dimensional
Fourier operator, E [f − 1], for the Maxwell stress is as follows.
Use is made of the following two expressions:
1. The Fourier expansions of (f − 1) and ∂f/∂x:
f (x)− 1 =
∞∑
m=0

















(f − 1) sin (λmx̂) dx̂.
(E.3)
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dx̂ = pi sin (λmx) , (E.5)
where Dirichlet integration has been used.
Starting with the Hilbert operator (5.64), inserting into it the Fourier rep-




































−am sin [λm (x− x̂)]
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χmλm cos [λm (x− x̂)] dx̂ = E [f − 1] (x) , (E.6)
which is the two-dimensional Fourier operator (5.66).
The above proof was constructed in collaboration with Professors P.H. Gaskell
and M. Scholle (Heilbronn University, 74081 Heilbronn, Germany).
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